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Department of Rheumatology and Clinical Immunology, Graduate School of Medicine, Wakayama Medical University, Wakayama, Japan;
Department of Dermatology, Graduate School of Medicine, Wakayama Medical University, Wakayama, Japan.

SUMMARY

We hypothesized that changes in skin characteristics on the forearm could be useful for early diagnosis
of systemic sclerosis (SSc). We used VISIA digital imaging system to investigate this possibility for
the first time. Twenty-eight Japanese patients who were diagnosed with typical or very early diagnosis
of SSc (VEDOSS) were enrolled in this study, and ten age- and gender-matched patients with other
disorders were included as a control group. Eight skin characteristics were analyzed. Our method of
evaluating forearm skin characteristics was shown to be reproducible. The scores of WRINKLES,
TEXTURE, PORES, and PORPHYRINS were higher in SSc subjects with sclerotic forearm skin (SSc
forearm+; 11.004, 5.116, 3.230, and 0.084, respectively) and those without (SSc forearm-: 11.915,
4.898, 2.624, 0.0616, respectively) than in the non-SSc control subjects (10.075, 4.496, 2.459, 0.0223,
respectively). Also, the scores of SPOTS, TEXTURE, PORES, UV SPOTS, BROWN SPOTS, and
PORPHYRINS were elevated in SSc forearm+ (3.182, 5.116, 3.230, 5.761, 6.704, 0.084, respectively)
and SSc forearm- patients (2.391, 4.898, 2.624, 9.835, 5.798, 0.0616, respectively) compared with
those with VEDOSS (2.362, 4.738, 2.234, 5.999, 4.898, 0.0169, respectively). We found statistical
significance in the difference in score of PORPHYRINS between SSc forearm- and VEDOSS groups
(p = 0.044), and between SSc forearm+ and VEDOSS groups (p = 0.012). Therefore, they can be used
to differentiate VEDOSS from early or mild SSc cases, which is sometimes clinically problematic. Our
study also suggests that the porphyrin research will lead to a better understanding of SSc pathogenesis.

Keywords

forearm, very early diagnosis of SSc (VEDOSS), porphyria cutanea tarda

1. Introduction
Systemic sclerosis (SSc) is characterized by three
pathologic features: immunodysfunction/inflammation,
vasculopathy, and tissue fibrosis of various organs.
Although the exact pathogenesis of SSc remains
unknown, tissue fibrosis due to excessive collagen
deposition seen in SSc is sometimes irreversible, at
least clinically. There is an urgent need to develop
new strategies of early diagnosis and careful followup. Early diagnosis is often difficult, however, because
of the lack of objective typical skin sclerosis in the
early stages. For that purpose, the disease concept of
very early diagnosis of systemic sclerosis (VEDOSS)
was developed, referring to patients with Raynaud's
phenomenon but without skin sclerosis. In addition, for
early detection, low serum concentration of carbonic
anhydrase 9 (CA9) and microRNA-29 in pre-clinical

stage SSc may be utilized as early diagnostic markers
(1,2). Also, we found increased sweating levels on
finger pads in SSc patients, and demonstrated its
clinical significance for early diagnosis of SSc (3).
We hypothesized that changes in skin findings on the
forearm could be useful for early diagnosis. Here, we
investigate this possibility using a digital imaging system
(VISIA) for the first time. VISIA is a facial imaging
system by objective computer assessments of eight major
skin parameters. As far as we are aware base on search
by PubMed using keyword VISIA, systemic sclerosis,
and forearm, there has never been any such attempt.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Clinical assessment and patient material
Enrolled in this study were 28 female patients who
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visited Wakayama Medical University between October
2016 and March 2021.
Twenty-one of these 28 patients met the American
College of Rheumatology and the European League
Against Rheumatism classification criteria (ACR/
EULAR2013) (4), while seven did not fulfill the criteria,
but were diagnosed as VEDOSS (5).
Modified Rodnan total skin thickness score (MRSS),
a semi-quantitative skin sclerosis assessment tool,
was obtained at the time of skin analysis (6). Ten ageand gender-matched patients with other disorders
(rheumatoid arthritis: n = 5, polymyalgia rheumatica:
n = 3, Sjögren syndrome: n = 1, systemic lupus
erythematosus: n = 1) were also included as a control
group.
This study was approved by the Wakayama Medical
University Institutional Review Board (No.2479), and
written informed consent was obtained before patients
were entered into this study, in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki.
2.2. Photography and forearm skin analysis
Photographing and forearm skin analysis were performed
by objective computer assessments with digital imaging
system (VISIA, Canfield Imaging Systems, Fairfield,
NJ).
The system consists of imaging chamber with a 15
million pixel resolution camera, which is connected to
computer and quantitative analysis software, and has
three kinds of light sources: standard incandescent light,
ultraviolet (UV) light, and polarized light.
Eight skin characteristics were evaluated: SPOTS,
WRINKLES, TEXTURE, PORES, UV SPOTS,
BROWN SPOTS, RED AREAS, and PORPHYRINS.
A standard flash light is used to identify SPOTS,
WRINKLES, TEXTURE, and PORES, whereas
an UV flash-light is used to detect UV SPOTS and
PORPHYRINS. A cross-polarized flash light is also used
to observe BROWN SPOTS and RED AREAS (7).
For example, SPOTS are identified by their color
and contrast from the surrounding skin (8). The
PORPHYRINS scores reflect fluorescence with UV
ray. The definition of other parameters was as described
previously (7-12). Average scores were taken from two
independent analyses (left and right forearms).
2.3. Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were carried out with KruskalWallis test for analysis of more than three groups, and
Mann-Whitney tests were used for the comparison
of medians between two groups. Correlations were
evaluated by Pearson's correlation coefficient. P values
< 0.05 were considered to be statistically significant.
3. Results

3.1. Clinical features of patients in this study
Twenty-one female patients with SSc were enrolled
in this study. The numbers of SSc patients with or
without skin sclerosis of the forearm (SSc forearm+
or SSc forearm-) were n = 6 and 15, respectively.
Seven patients with VEDOSS and ten control patients
(rheumatoid arthritis: n = 5, polymyalgia rheumatica:
n = 3, Sjögren syndrome: n = 1, systemic lupus
erythematosus: n = 1) were also included in this study.
Clinical characteristics of patients included in this
study are shown in Table 1. The average age of each
group was similar (SSc forearm+: 69.8, SSc forearm-:
68.3, VEDOSS: 65.7, and the control: 68.3). The
average ACR/EULAR score was higher in SSc forearm+
group than in the other groups: (SSc forearm+: 20.5, SSc
forearm-: 12.5, and VEDOSS: 7.1). Consistently, the
average MRSS tended to be increased in SSc forearm+
group (SSc forearm+: 11.3, SSc forearm-: 1.8, and
VEDOSS: 0). These data thus indicate the credibility of
our grouping.
3.2. Comparison of the eight skin characteristics of
forearm skin in 4 groups
The eight skin characteristics (SPOTS, WRINKLES,
TEXTURE, PORES, UV SPOTS, BROWN SPOTS,
RED AREAS, and PORPHYRINS) of forearm
skin were analyzed in the four patient groups (SSc
forearm+, SSc forearm-, VEDOSS, and the control) by
using digital imaging system (VISIA). This is the first
report to evaluate forearm skin using VISIA, so we
attempted to prove its reproducibility. Each parameter
was separately evaluated on the left and right forearms
in all subjects, and percentage difference between
the two evaluations in each individual was calculated
as difference of scores/larger scores × 100 in each
patient (Figure 1). The mean percentage differences
of each parameter were less than 2-fold, indicating the
reproducibility of all parameters by our method, and
the mean score of left and right forearms in each patient
was evaluated in the following analyses.
The eight parameters were then compared
among the four groups. The scores of WRINKLES,
TEXTURE, PORES, and PORPHYRINS were higher
in SSc forearm+ (WRINKLES; 11.004 ± 4.287,
TEXTURE; 5.116 ± 3.254, PORES; 3.230 ± 1.591,
PORPHYRINS; 0.084 ± 0.0891) and SSc forearmgroups (WRINKLES; 11.915 ± 2.747, TEXTURE;
4.898 ± 1.864, PORES; 2.624 ± 1.299, PORPHYRINS;
0.0616 ± 0.108) than in control subjects (WRINKLES;
10.075 ± 2.370, TEXTURE; 4.496 ± 2.373, PORES;
2.459 ± 1.590, PORPHYRINS; 0.0223 ± 0.0166) (Table
1). Also, the scores of SPOTS, TEXTURE, PORES,
UV SPOTS, BROWN SPOTS, and PORPHYRINS
were elevated in patients with SSc forearm+ (SPOTS;
3.182 ± 0.485, TEXTURE; 5.116 ± 3.254, PORES;
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Patients were divided into four groups: SSc forearm+ (SSc patients with skin sclerosis of the forearm); SSc forearm- (SSc patients without skin sclerosis of the forearm); VEDOSS, (patients with very early diagnosis of
systemic sclerosis), and control subjects. ACR/EULAR scores were calculated according to the ACR/EULAR2013 classification criteria of systemic sclerosis. MRSS: modified Rodnan total skin thickness score. Mean value
± standard deviation (SD) of each parameter determined by VISIA is shown.

0.084 ± 0.0891
0.0616 ± 0.108
0.0169 ± 0.0188
0.0223 ± 0.0166
2.083 ± 0.329
1.631 ± 0.725
1.814 ± 0.526
1.920 ± 0.750
6.704 ± 1.095
5.798 ± 5.700
4.898 ± 3.030
6.546 ± 4.097
5.761 ± 3.421
9.835 ± 11.695
5.999 ± 5.138
8.616 ± 6.824
20.5 ± 3.3
12.5 ± 2.6
7.1 ± 1.1
SSc forearm+
SSc forearmVEDOSS
Control

69.8 ± 5.1
68.3 ± 7.2
65.7 ± 11.4
68.3 ± 5.9

11.3 ± 6.0
1.8 ± 1.3
0
-

3.182 ± 0.485
2.391 ± 1.032
2.362 ± 1.183
2.512 ± 1.596

11.004 ± 4.287
11.915 ± 2.747
11.034 ± 0.965
10.075 ± 2.370

5.116 ± 3.254
4.898 ± 1.864
4.738 ± 1.360
4.496 ± 2.373

3.230 ± 1.591
2.624 ± 1.299
2.234 ± 1.279
2.459 ± 1.590

PORPHYRINS
RED AREAS
UV SPOTS
WRINKLES
SPOTS
MRSS
ACR/EULAR
Age

Table 1. Clinical characteristics of four groups of patients included in this study

TEXTURE

PORES

BROWN SPOTS
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Figure 1. Reproductivity of forearm skin parameters measured
by digital imaging system. Eight skin characteristics (SPOTS,
WRINKLES, TEXTURE, PORES, UV SPOTS, BROWN SPOTS,
RED AREAS, and PORPHYRINS) of forearm skin were analyzed
by VISIA in the 38 patients included in this study. Each parameter
was separately evaluated on left and right forearms in all subjects to
prove its reproducibility, and percentage difference between the two
evaluations in each individual was calculated as difference of scores/
larger scores × 100 in each patient. The mean percentage differences of
each parameter + standard deviation (SD) are shown on the ordinate.

3.230 ± 1.591, UV SPOTS; 5.761 ± 3.421, BROWN
SPOTS; 6.704 ± 1.095, PORPHYRINS; 0.084 ±
0.0891) and SSc forearm- (SPOTS; 2.391 ± 1.032,
TEXTURE; 4.898 ± 1.864, PORES; 2.624 ± 1.299,
UV SPOTS; 9.835 ± 11.695, BROWN SPOTS; 5.798
± 5.700, PORPHYRINS; 0.0616 ± 0.108) compared
with those with VEDOSS (SPOTS; 2.362 ± 1.183,
TEXTURE; 4.738 ± 1.360, PORES; 2.234 ± 1.279,
UV SPOTS; 5.999 ± 5.138, BROWN SPOTS; 4.898 ±
3.030, PORPHYRINS; 0.0169 ± 0.0188). By KruskalWallis test, out of the eight parameters there were no
significant differences except for PORPHYRINS. On
the other hand, for example, although telangiectasia is
also a common feature of SSc skin, the scores of RED
AREAS were not significantly different among the
four groups. Furthermore, contrary to our expectation
based on the previous analysis of SSc faces (13), the
scores of WRINKLES, TEXTURE, or PORES were not
significantly different.
Mann-Whitney tests showed statistical significance
in the score of PORPHYRINS between SSc forearmand VEDOSS groups (p = 0.044) and between SSc
forearm+ and VEDOSS groups (p = 0.012) (Figure 2).
There was no significant difference between the other
groups. Increased porphyrins levels may therefore be a
specific change to SSc with or without skin sclerosis of
the forearm.
3.3. Correlations of PORPHYRINS scores with MRSS
or ACR/EULAR 2013 scores in patients with SSc
To confirm the possibility that PORPHYRINS scores
can be related to systemic disease activity in patients
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with SSc, we next examined the correlation between
PORPHYRINS scores and MRSS or ACR/EULAR2013
scores. However, PORPHYRINS did not show
correlation with MRSS (R = 0.20, Figure 3A) and ACR/
EULAR2013 scores (R = 0.047, Figure 3B). Therefore,
although PORPHYRINS scores were increased in SSc
forearm skin, we could not prove their direct correlation
with systemic disease activity.
4. Discussion
VISIA digital imaging system is commonly used for
facial analysis in the field of cosmetic dermatology.
There have been several studies on facial skin
characteristics in patients with hyperpigmented spots
and acne using the system (14). We have also performed
facial skin analysis of SSc patients using VISIA (13).
In that report, we found the severity of WRINKLES,
TEXTURE, and PORES were significantly lower in
patients with SSc than in control subjects. Among them,
WRINKLES showed better correlation with MRSS (8).

However, the usefulness for the early diagnosis could
not be evaluated due to the lack of disease controls in the
early stage (e.g., VEDOSS).
In the present study, we performed forearm skin
analysis using the VISIA system for the first time. The
skin condition of fingers and the hand can be affected
by ulcers, rings, and bracelets, so we instead focused on
the forearm, which is not affected by these factors. The
mean percentage differences between two independent
measurements of eight parameters were less than 2-fold,
indicating the reproducibility of all parameters by our
method. Our method can thus be considered as a new
option in evaluation of forearm skin characteristics.
Comparison among the four patient groups showed
the scores of WRINKLES, TEXTURE, PORES, and
PORPHYRINS were higher in SSc forearm+ group and
SSc forearm- group than in control subjects. Also, the
scores of SPOTS, TEXTURE, PORES, UV SPOTS,
BROWN SPOTS, and PORPHYRINS were elevated in
patients in the SSc forearm+ group and SSc forearmgroup compared with those in the VEDOSS group.

Figure 2. Objective computer assessments of PORPHYRIN levels. (A) A representative photograph showing comparison of a patient with
very early diagnosis of systemic sclerosis (VEDOSS) and a SSc patient without skin sclerosis of the forearm (SSc forearm-). Upper row: SPOTS,
WRINKLES, TEXTURE, PORES. Lower row: UV SPOTS, BROWN SPOTS, RED AREAS, PORPHIRINS. (B) The score of PORPHIRINS in
VEDOSS patients (VEDOSS), SSc patients without skin sclerosis of the forearm (SSc forearm-), SSc patients with skin sclerosis of the forearm (SSc
forearm+), and in control subjects (Control) are plotted along the ordinate. P-values are determined by Mann-Whitney U-test.

Figure 3. Correlation of PORPHIRINS scores with MRSS or ACR/EULAR2013 score in SSc patients. (A) Correlation of MRSS with
PORPHIRINS scores in SSc patients. (B) Correlation of ACR/EULAR2013 score with PORPHIRINS scores in SSc patients. Correlations were
assessed by Pearson's correlation coefficient.
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Additionally, unlike in the previous study focusing on
SSc facial analysis, out of the eight parameters there
was significant difference in this study among the four
groups only in PORPHYRINS scores. There was no
correlation of PORPHYRINS scores with MRSS or
ACR/EULAR scores, so they may not be useful in
evaluation of systemic disease activity. PORPHYRINS
scores can be an early diagnostic tool, however, because
they can be used to differentiate VEDOSS from early or
mild SSc cases in whom skin sclerosis is not yet present
in the forearm.
Porphyrins are products that play roles in
heme metabolism of liver or bone marrow, and the
accumulation of porphyrin in the skin is found in
several diseases, especially acnes or porphyria cutanea
tarda (PCT). In PCT known to cause SSc-like skin
sclerosis, pigmentation, blisters, skin fragility, erosion
and scar formation, there is a hypothesis that SSclike sclerosis results from phototoxicity of porphyrin
(7). Actually, urine levels of porphyrin precursors
(i.e., delta-aminolevulinic acid and porphobilinogen)
detected by spectrophotometry are reported to be
increased in patients with SSc (15). Our results are
consistent with these notions. As a possible mechanism
of skin sclerosis by porphyrin, uroporphyrin I
reportedly induces the production of collagen fibers
from normal human cultured fibroblasts (16-18), and
the increased levels of porphyrin precursors result in
an overgrowth of collagen fibers (15). In addition, the
presence of coproporphyrin in the skin produces oxygen
radicals (19), which may further cause vasculopathy
such as Raynaud's phenomenon and immunodysfuction
such as autoantibodies in SSc (20). Moreover, a phase
III clinical trial of MT-7117, a selective melanocortin
1 receptor agonist dersimelagon, in patients
with erythropoietic protoporphyria and X-linked
protoporphyria with a history of photosensitivity began
in June 2020. Subsequently, a global phase 2 DECODE
study of MT-7117 for the treatment of diffuse cutaneous
SSc (dcSSc) was also initiated in the United States,
Canada and in Europe. Study of porphyrins may
therefore lead to the development of novel therapies as
well as early diagnosis.
On the other hand, there are some limitations in the
present study. First, the data of healthy subjects was
not available, because they rarely visit our hospital
as a center in the area. Thus, we could not compare
the VISIA data of SSc patients with those of healthy
controls. Next, we have not directly measured porphyrin
levels in skin, blood or urine. Therefore, the actual
increase of porphyrins in the patients is not confirmed.
This is a pilot study, and the number of patients
included is rather low to allow reliable conclusion.
To confirm the result, further detailed researches with
larger number of samples and confirmation with other
experimental methods are necessary in the future.
In summary, the scores of WRINKLES, TEXTURE,
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PORES, and PORPHYRINS were higher in SSc
forearm+ and SSc forearm- groups than in control
subjects. Scores of SPOTS, TEXTURE, PORES,
UV SPOTS, BROWN SPOTS, and PORPHYRINS
were elevated in patients in SSc forearm+ and SSc
forearm- groups compared with those in VEDOSS
group. We found statistical significance in the score of
PORPHYRINS between SSc forearm- and VEDOSS,
and between SSc forearm+ and VEDOSS. Therefore,
they can be used to differentiate VEDOSS from early
or mild SSc cases, which is sometimes clinically
problematic. Furthermore, it may have great potential as
a new therapeutic tool. Our study also suggests that the
porphyrin research will lead to a better understanding
of SSc pathogenesis.
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SUMMARY

Pseudoxanthoma elasticum (PXE) is a rare, heritable disease caused by various, mainly recessively
transmitted mutations in the ABCC6 gene. Due to calcification of soft connective tissue phenotypic
hallmarks are progressive loss of vision, alternation of the skin and early onset atherosclerosis. Beside
these main features patients also suffer from impaired alveolar diffusion. The present study focused on
impaired lung functioning based on a large cohort of patients with PXE, its long-term development,
and genotype-phenotype correlation. Retrospectively, 98 patients and 45 controls were enrolled. All
patients underwent body plethysmography and carbon monoxide diffusion testing. Of 35 patients
three or more body plethysmographic records were available for long-term analysis. For genotypephenotype analysis ABCC6 genotypes were grouped as two missense, mixed, or two nonsense
mutations. Patients with PXE showed significantly reduced vital capacity (p < 0.05), diffusion capacity
(p < 0.01), and diffusion transfer coefficient (p < 0.05). Over a mean period of 38 months diffusion
capacity (p < 0.05) and diffusion transfer coefficient (p < 0.01) dropped significantly whereas lung
volumes remained unchanged. Genotype-phenotype correlation revealed no connection between gene
variants and lung functioning. In conclusion, PXE is accompanied by progressive reduction of alveolar
diffusion indicating progressive alterations of lung tissue. Genotype-phenotype correlation with
genotypes sorted as missense and nonsense mutations do not explain impaired lung functioning.

Keywords

Pseudoxanthoma elasticum, lung functioning, restrictive lung disease, alveolar diffusion, genotypephenotype-correlation

1. Introduction
Pseudoxanthoma elasticum (PXE) is a rare, genetic,
metabolic disease caused by autosomal recessive
mutations of ABCC6 gene (1-3) with an estimated
prevalence between 1:25.000 and 1:56.000 (4-6).
The human ATP-binding cassette family C member 6
(ABCC6) gene encodes an ABC transporter protein,
which is mainly expressed in liver and kidneys.
ABCC6 deficiency is associated with low plasma
pyrophosphate levels (7). Pyrophosphate is one main
inhibitor of systemic calcification (8). Mutations of
ABCC6, therefore, would result in decreased blood
levels of pyrophosphate and, subsequently, systemic
calcification. Resulting characteristic PXE phenotype
consists of progressive loss of vision (9,10), formation
of yellowish papules and coalescing plaques in the skin
(1,11), and early-onset atherosclerosis (12,13). Still, the

main substrate of ABCC6-encoded transporter protein
remains unknown and pathology, subsequently, is yet to
be illuminated.
Since PXE is a rare disease, current research mostly
focuses on these main features of the disease while
other less obvious characteristics remain unexplored
until now. Nonetheless, they are essential to fully
understand PXE and the medical condition of afflicted
persons.
One of these less obvious characteristics is the
affection of the lung in patients with PXE. The first
report of impaired lung functioning in patients with
PXE was published by our department in 2016 by
Pingel et al. (14). Herein, the authors reported reduced
carbon monoxide (CO) diffusion capacity in a group
of 35 patients with PXE, which was interpreted as
a preclinical state of interstitial lung disease. This
assumption was supported by several postmortem
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examinations of patients with PXE: for example,
Jackson and Loh (1980) reported one case with a
substantial amount of calcified deposits in alveolar septa
with fibrous thickening and perivascular fibrosis (15).
Puvaneswary (1986) observed bilateral radiographical
opacities due to pulmonary calcification induced by
elastic tissue damage (16). Yamamoto et al. presented
a case of a woman with calcified nodules scattered
in alveolar septa (17). Lately, Vos et al. (2018) found
pleural lesions in a patient with PXE (18). Recently,
our department characterized pathological nailfold
capillaries in patients with PXE (19). Herein, body
plethysmography revealed reduced vital capacity and
Tiffeneau Index in patients with PXE compared to a
control group. However, no impairment of CO diffusion
capacity occurred.
There is a wide interindividual variance of
characteristic features in patients with PXE. Therefore,
many attempts have been made to describe genotypephenotype correlations to better predict individual risk
of a severe course of the disease (20-23). However,
this is difficult regarding the variety of pathogenic
ABCC6 mutations (22-24) and possible moderating
cofactors such as mutations the ENPP1 and GGCX
genes (25,26). Additionally, often small sample sizes
hinder informative value of these studies. Due to the
complicacy of reasonable grouping ABCC6 mutations,
classification according to functionality of the translated
protein has been established (22,23). Therefore,
mutations are classified via their resulting protein as
missense and nonsense mutations or truncating and
non-truncating variants, respectively. Recently, Legrand
et al. (22) and Bartstra et al. (23) showed that patients
with nonsense, or truncating variants respectively, were
more severely affected from eye lesions and arterial
calcification. Genotype-phenotype correlation regarding
lung functioning has never been attempted.
This retrospective study intended to clarify the
severity of impaired lung functioning by means of a
large cohort of patients with PXE. It further aimed
for enlightening the development of lung functioning
parameters in long-term follow up, and, in a final step,
for specific genotype-phenotype-correlations in relation
to impaired lung function.
2. Patients and Methods
This study surveyed body plethysmographic data of
patients with PXE assessed between August 2014 and
December 2020. It was conducted according to the
principles of the Declaration of Helsinki for Human
research and has been approved by the local ethics
committee of the University of Bonn (no. 126/21).
Written informed consent has been obtained from all
patients and controls. Diagnosis of PXE was confirmed
either genetically or by the results of fundoscopy
combined with the results of skin biopsy.

2.1. Patients and controls
Inclusion criteria were sufficient information
concerning baseline characteristics and conduction of
body plethysmography at baseline. If patients showed
three or more records of body plethysmography, records
of one-year-follow-up as well as the latest record were
included to illustrate long-term development of lung
functioning parameters.
In total, 103 patients with PXE were surveyed.
5 Patients were excluded due to missing body
plethysmographic data. Therefore, 98 patients were
included. Of those, 35 patients presented with three or
more records of body plethysmography (baseline, FU1, FU-2) and entered subgroup analysis of long-term
development. Of 69 patients ABCC6 genotype was
available.
Body plethysmographic data of 45 patients without
PXE were assessed during clinical routine serving as
control group. Baseline characteristics are presented in
Table 1, no intergroup differences between baseline and
control occurred.
2.2. Body plethysmography
All patients and controls underwent body plethysmography
and CO-diffusion testing. Examinations were performed
by qualified personnel using Body plethismograph
Jaeger® respectively Alveo-Diffusionstest Jaeger® in
single breath mode according to current guidelines (27).
All assessed values were recorded as standard value and
percentage of predicted value. The latter were calculated
by integrated software during body plethysmography
referring to reference values provided by the Global
Lung Initiative (28). Abbreviations corresponding to
percentage of predicted values are labeled with "%". The
following parameters entered statistical analysis: total
lung capacity (TLC, TLC%), vital capacity (VC, VC%),
residual volume (RV%), forced expiratory volume
(FEV1, FEV1%), Tiffeneau Index (FEV1/FVC), and
Hb-adjusted diffusion parameters (DLCO/SB%, DLCO/
Table 1. Baseline characteristics
Variables
Gender [female] (%)
Age [years]
BMI [kg/m2]
Nicotine abuse* (%)
Packyears
Diabetes (%)
Hypertension (%)
Renal dysfunction (%)
Dyslipidemia (%)
COPD (%)
Asthma (%)
*

PXE Baseline
(n = 98)
63 (64.3)
49.6 ± 14.2
27.33 ± 6.02
46 (46.9)
5.8 ± 10.5
3 (3.1)
38 (38.8)
0 (0.0)
36 (36.7)
2 (2.0)
0 (0.0)

Control
(n = 45)

p

21 (46.7)
54.1 ± 13.8
26.50 ± 4.23
26 (57.8)
9.1 ± 20.0
3 (6.7)
17 (37.8)
0 (0.0)
10 (22.2)
3 (6.7)
0 (0.0)

0.067
0.078
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

Current and former nicotine abuse. BMI: Body Mass Index, COPD:
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
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VA%). DLCO/SB (diffusion capacity) describes the
amount of CO diffusing from alveoli into the blood in 10
± 2 seconds. DCLO/VA (diffusion transfer coefficient)
describes CO diffusion in relation to alveolar volume.
Isolated reduced values of DLCO/SB indicate impaired
gas distribution (e.g., emphysema) whereas concomitant
reduction of DLCO/VA implicates impaired diffusion
(27).
Obstructive and restrictive body plethysmographic
pattern was defined according to Pellegrino et al. (2005).
Thereby, an obstructed pattern was assumed in patients
with reduced FEV1/FVC (< 70%) and normal VC or,
respectively, reduced VC and normal TLC. Restrictive
pattern was diagnosed in patients presenting with
normal FEV1/FVC and reduced VC and TLC (29).
2.3. Genotype-phenotype analysis
All 69 patients with available mutational analysis were
included in genotype-phenotype analysis. Patients
without or incomplete ABCC6-sequencing were
excluded as well as those without a detected mutation on
the second allele. Grouping of the remaining 58 patients
was performed according to Legrand et al. (2017) (22).
Therefore, mutations were sorted by mutation type as
missense and nonsense mutations. As a result, included
patients were assigned to three groups according to
mutation combination of their alleles (missense/missense,
missense/nonsense, nonsense/nonsense). Intergroup
differences were calculated by means of baseline TLC%,
VC%, RV%, FEV1%, and CO-diffusion parameters.
Patients with complete ABCC6 sequencing and
long-term body plethysmography data were analyzed as
a subgroup according to the development of diffusion
parameters in relation to genotype.
2.4. Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using IMB ®

SPSS® Statistics, Version 26. To calculate intergroup
differences of nominal and ordinal scaled variables
Cramer's V and χ²-test, respectively, were applied.
Continuously scaled parameters were compared via
independent-sample t-test respectively ANOVA for
calculating intergroup differences in long-term follow
up subgroup analysis. Two-tailed p-value was defined
significant at 0.05-level. Continuously scaled variables
are presented as mean ± standard deviation.
3. Results
No significant differences regarding baseline
characteristics occurred (Table 1). Of note, the control
group was insignificantly older, reported a higher
amount of pack years, and contained more men
compared to PXE.
3.1. Body plethysmography at baseline
Results of body plethysmography are presented in
Table 2. Four patients presented with restrictive pattern,
two showed obstructive body plethysmographic pattern.
Patients with PXE showed significantly reduced values
of TLC, VC, VC%, and FEV1 compared to control. No
differences occurred regarding TLC%, FEV1%, and
RV%.
Regarding diffusion parameters both DLCO/SB (p
< 0.01) and DLCO/VA (p < 0.05) were significantly
lower in patients with PXE. 40% of patients with
PXE showed reduced DLCO/SB% corresponding to
a Z-score ≤ -1 (decreased DLCO/SB% ≥ one standard
deviation) compared to control (p < 0.001).
3.2. Long-term development of body plethysmographic
parameters
A total number of 35 patients merged into subgroup
analysis for long-term development (Table 3). First

Table 2. Results of body plethysmography
Variables
Restrictive pattern [n (%)]
Obstructive pattern [n (%)]
TLC [l]
TLC% [%]
VC [l]
VC% [%]
RV% [%]
FEV1 [l]
FEV1% [%]
FEV1/FVC [%]
DLCO/SB% [%]
DLCO/VA% [%]
DLCO/SB% (Z-score ≤ -1) [n (%)]
DLCO/VA% (Z-score ≤ -1) [n (%)]

PXE (n = 98)

Control (n = 45)

p

4 (4.1)
2 (2.0)
5.86 ± 1.23
102 ± 14
3.57 ± .84
95 ± 15
119 ± 34
3.04 ± .71
99 ± 16
85 ± 10
78 ± 13
87 ± 13
39 (40.0)
12 (12.2)

2 (4.4)
3 (6.7)
6.58 ± 1.40
104 ± 16
4.10 ± 1.07
101 ± 17
121 ± 31
3.35 ± .87
103 ± 14
83 ± 6
85 ± 10
93 ± 12
4 (8.9)
1 (2.2)

n.s.
n.s.
< 0.01
n.s.
< 0.01
< 0.05
n.s.
< 0.05
n.s.
n.s.
< 0.01
< 0.05
< 0.001
0.062

Abbreviations amended with % represent percentage of predicted value; TLC: total lung capacity; VC: vital capacity; RV: residual volume; FEV1:
forced expiratory volume; FEV1/FVC: Tiffeneau Index; DLCO/SB: CO-diffusion capacity; DLCO/VA: diffusion transfer coefficient.
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Table 3. Long-term development of body plethysmographic parameters
Variables
Period to baseline [months]
Restrictive pattern [n (%)]
Obstructive pattern [n (%)]
TLC% [%]
VC% [%]
RV% [%]
FEV1% [%]
FEV1/FVC [%]
DLCO/SB% [%]
DLCO/VA% [%]
DLCO/SB% (Z-score ≤ -1) [n (%)]
DLCO/VA% (Z-score ≤ -1) [n (%)]

Baseline (n = 35)

FU-1 (n = 35)

FU-2 (n = 35)

p

1 (2.9)
0 (0.0)
100 ± 12
97 ± 12
113 ± 24
103 ± 15
87 ± 6
78 ± 11
87 ± 12
14 (40)
4 (11)

12 ± 4
2 (5.7)
0 (0.0)
103 ± 13
98 ± 12
119 ± 30
102 ± 14
85 ± 6
77 ± 14
86 ± 13
18 (51)
6 (17)

38 ± 12
1 (2.9)
0 (0.0)
108 ± 13
97 ± 12
128 ± 27
99 ± 14
85 ± 6
70 ± 10
77 ± 12
29 (83)
15 (43)

n.s.
n.s.
< 0.05
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
< 0.05
< 0.01
< 0.001
< 0.01

Abbreviations amended with % represent percentage of predicted value; TLC: total lung capacity; VC: vital capacity; RV: residual volume; FEV1:
forced expiratory volume; FEV1/FVC: Tiffeneau Index; DLCO/SB: diffusion capacity; DLCO/VA: diffusion transfer coefficient.

Figure 1. Mean values of diffusion capacity (DLCO/SB%) and diffusion transfer coefficient (DLCO/VA%) at baseline (BL), after 12
months (FU-1), and after 38 months (FU-2).

follow up examination (FU-1) after baseline was
conducted after 12 ± 2 months. The second follow
up examination (FU-2) was performed after 38 ± 12
months. None of the patients observed in long-term
development showed an obstructive ventilatory pattern.
Further, no increase of patients with restrictive pattern
was observed. No relevant intergroup differences
regarding body plethysmography occurred. Diffusion
parameters decreased over time (Figure 1). Decrease
of DLCO/VA% was even more distinct (p < 0.01)
compared to DLCO/SB% (p < 0.05). Also, the number
of patients with relevant reduced DLCO/SB% (p <
0.001) and DLCO/VA% (p < 0.01) (Z-score ≤ -1) grew
significantly.
3.3. Genotype-phenotype-correlation
ABCC6 mutation analysis was available for 69 patients
with PXE. Within those, 46 different mutations
occurred. Mutations and their incidence are presented

in Supplemental Table S1(http://www.irdrjournal.
com/action/getSupplementalData.php?ID=89). The
c.3421C>T (p.Arg1141 *) mutation was detected in
49 alleles and, therefore, occurred most frequently by
far. Interestingly, in 11 patients with complete ABCC6
mutation analysis no mutation on the second allele
was found. Further, to the best of our knowledge,
the seven mutations c.3179C>G (p.Pro1060Arg),
c.2399G>A (p.Gly800Arg), c.2230A>C (p.Thr744Pro),
c.2090C>T (p.Pro697Leu), c.1589T>C (p.Leu530Pro),
c.3679_3770insC, and c.2071-1G>A on ABCC6 gene
have not been reported previously.
No intergroup differences between patients with
missense/missense (m/m; n = 11), missense/nonsense
(m/n; n = 18), and nonsense/nonsense (n/n, n = 29)
occurred (Table 4A). Of those, 25 patients had three
or more body plethysmographic records and entered
subgroup analysis (Table 4B, Figure 2). The decrease
of diffusion parameters seen in long term analysis
was mirrored by all three groups (m/m; m/n; n/n).
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Although diffusion values were lower in patients with
n/n mutation pattern, no level of significance has been
reached.
4. Discussion
Clinical data on impaired lung functioning of patients
with PXE is scarce. A comprehensive PubMed search
using the search item "Pseudoxanthoma elasticum AND
lung" yielded two results (14,19). Therefore, this study
is the largest clinical investigation of lung functioning in
patients with PXE up to now. It was demonstrated that
PXE is frequently accompanied by reduced diffusion
parameters. Moreover, patients with PXE presented
with significantly reduced TLC, VC, VC% and FEV1.
The combination of reduced total lung capacity, vital
capacity, and diffusion parameters can be interpreted
as restrictive lung disease. This conclusion, however,
cannot be drawn unconditionally from present data.
That is, on the one hand, due to VC% values within
reference and, on the other hand, due to stable or even
increasing values of TLC% and VC% in long-term
development. Moreover, there was no relevant number
of patients with a restrictive ventilatory pattern. With
Table 4A. Diffusion parameters in relation to genotype
Variables

m/m
(n = 11)

m/n
(n = 18)

n/n
(n = 29)

p

TLC% [%]
VC% [%]
RV% [%]
FEV1% [%]
DLCO/SB% [%]
DLCO/VA% [%]

102 ± 14
99 ± 20
116 ± 20
101 ± 25
76 ± 11
88 ± 12

102 ± 12
98 ± 11
117 ± 24
103 ± 11
79 ± 8
88 ± 8

98 ± 13
94 ± 15
108 ± 27
102 ± 13
82 ± 15
92 ± 15

n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

Abbreviations amended with % represent percentage of predicted
value; TLC: total lung capacity; VC: vital capacity; RV: residual
volume; FEV1: forced expiratory volume; DLCO/SB: CO-diffusion
capacity; DLCO/VA: diffusion transfer coefficient; m: missense
mutation; n: nonsense mutation.

2% of patients with an obstructive ventilatory pattern in
PXE, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD)
is underrepresented in this sample compared to the
literature (30). This may be due to relatively young age
and a low mean number of pack years in this sample.
Also, patients with PXE, being aware of their diagnosis,
often live a healthy lifestyle.
Therefore, these results mainly indicate an
isolated impairment of alveolar diffusion in PXE and,
subsequently, confirm the assumptions of Pingel et al.
(2016) (14).
In general, reports of long-term development in
patients with PXE are rare. This investigation surveyed
body plethysmographic data over a mean period of
38 months. During this time, diffusion parameters
dropped significantly whereas mobilizable lung volume
remained unchanged. This indicates a progressive
impediment of diffusion through the alveolar-capillary
membrane. A rationale based on pathology, however, is
not easy to find since there still is a lack of knowledge
regarding high-resolution CT-Imaging of the lungs and
Table 4B. Long-term development of diffusion parameters
in relation to genotype
Variables
Baseline
DLCO/SB% [%]
DLCO/VA% [%]
FU-1
Period to baseline [months]
DLCO/SB% [%]
DLCO/VA% [%]
FU-2
Period to baseline [months]
DLCO/SB% [%]
DLCO/VA% [%]

m/m
(n = 6)

m/n
(n = 9)

n/n
(n = 10)

81 ± 8
90 ± 9

77 ± 6
90 ± 8

77 ± 13 n.s.
85 ± 16 n.s.

77 ± 5
86 ± 12

77 ± 10
88 ± 12

12 ± 4
74 ± 12 n.s.
84 ± 14 n.s.

73 ± 9
80 ± 16

71 ± 11
81 ± 16

38 ± 12
68 ± 8 n.s.
73 ± 12 n.s.

p

Abbreviations amended with % represent percentage of predicted
value; DLCO/SB: CO-diffusion capacity; DLCO/VA: diffusion transfer
coefficient; m: missense mutation; n: nonsense mutation.

Figure 2. Mean values of diffusion capacity (DLCO/SB%) and diffusion transfer coefficient (DLCO/VA%) at baseline, after 12 months
(FU-1), and after 38 months (FU-2) according to mutation type.
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histological characteristics of lung tissue. Nonetheless, at
least three different explanatory approaches are needed
to discuss this context. First, decreasing CO-diffusion
capacity can be explained by emphysema. However,
emphysema does not explain increasing CO-diffusion
transfer coefficient which relates CO diffusion to lung
surface participating in gas exchange (27). Moreover,
chronic pulmonary obstructive disease as representative
of pulmonary disease with emphysema is not frequently
accompanied by reduction of both, CO-diffusion
capacity and coefficient (31). Second, impaired diffusion
parameters may be due to structural alterations of the
alveolar-capillary membrane as indicated by cited case
studies (15-18). Reduced diffusion parameters would,
therefore, be induced by progressive calcification of
lung tissue and fragmentation of elastic fibers. This
results in thickening of alveolar-capillary membrane
and hindered diffusion. Third, impaired gas exchange
can be caused by alterations of pulmonary capillaries.
Especially, capillary dilatations have been associated
with reduced alveolar diffusion (32). Since there is
no data on morphology of pulmonary capillaries in
PXE it remains a matter of speculation weather or not
pulmonary capillaries in PXE are altered. However,
alterations of nailfold capillaries correlate with capillary
alteration in different sites of the body (33). Nailfold
capillaries in PXE show a highly pathological pattern
with ramification, dilatations, and perivascular edema
(19). If this pattern is mirrored by pulmonary capillaries,
this might also explain reduced diffusion parameters
as well as unimpaired vital and total lung capacities.
Autopsy studies and high-resolution CT-scans are
necessary to shed light on pathology of pulmonary
involvement in PXE.
According to our clinical experience patients with
PXE do not frequently suffer from dyspnea. However,
physical fitness is often limited by intermittent
claudication due to early onset atherosclerosis and
vascular occlusion (12) as well as visual impairment
(9). Therefore, dyspnea may not occur due to a lack of
physical activity. Reduced diffusion parameters should
be taken into account regarding, for example, medical
consultations in questions of physical resilience in
patients with PXE.
Genotype-phenotype correlation showed no
significant association between impaired diffusion
parameters and mutational pattern in patients with
PXE. Patients with nonsense mutations on both alleles,
however, showed insignificant lower values of DLCO/
SB and DLCO/VA in long-term follow up. This would
be in line with the finding of Legrand et al. and Bartstra
et al. (22,23) who found patients with two ABCC6
nonsense mutations to present with a more severe PXE
phenotype. However, the present study is most likely
underpowered to elaborate significant differences in this
matter.
Nonetheless, grouping according to missense and

nonsense mutations is arbitrary. It cannot be applied on
every symptom of PXE. For example, severity of skin
alterations neither correlates with truncated proteins
nor nonsense mutations (22,23). Therefore, phenotypic
impairment of diffusion in the lungs may not be
explainable by mutation locus on the ABCC6 gene.
Larger cohorts as well as analysis of other PXE causing
genes such as ENPP1 or GGCX or genetic co-factors
are needed to resolve the open questions of genotypephenotype correlations in PXE.
This study has several limitations. Although this
study included approximately between seven and
ten percent of all patients with PXE in Germany, the
first and foremost limitation is the sample size which
restrains validity of the results. Also, retrospective and
single-center study design without the possibility of
blinding examining personnel regarding diagnosis of
PXE lessens the validity. Larger studies are needed
regarding genotype-phenotype correlation including
analysis of other PXE causing genetic factors such as
ENPP1 or modifier genes.
5. Conclusions
This study encompasses the largest evaluation of body
plethysmographic data in PXE up to now. Patients
with PXE presented with significantly reduced vital
capacity as well as impaired diffusion capacity and
diffusion transfer coefficient. Beyond that, it revealed
relevant progression of impaired alveolar diffusion over
a mean period of 38 months. This indicates progressive
alterations of lung tissue in PXE or pathologies of
pulmonary capillaries without influencing mobilizable
lung volumes. Well-established grouping of ABCC6mutations according to missense and nonsense mutations
did not reveal any association with impaired alveolar
diffusion. More research is needed in this matter.
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SUMMARY

Osteogenesis imperfecta (OI) type VI causative gene SERPINF1, encodes a member of the serpin
family that does not display the serine protease inhibitory activity shown by many of the other
serpin proteins. The encoded protein (pigment epithelium-derived factor, PEDF) has anti-tumor,
anti-angiogenesis, anti-inflammation, nutrition and nerve protection functions, and participates
in fat metabolism. In this paper, a series of bioinformatics analyses were conducted based on the
regulation of SERPINF1 in the human. Pan-cancer analysis of SERPINF1 revealed it to play a role
in the prognosis of tumors, especially in KIRC, and that high expression of SERPINF1 leads to a
poor prognosis of the disease, the occurrence of which is largely related to the high expression of
SERPINF1 leading to immune infiltration of cancer associated fibroblasts. Mutation analysis found
that SERPINF1 had eight identical amino acids alterations sites with different in both cancer and OI
patients. which hints the possible relationship between genotype and phenotype.

Keywords

SERPINF1, osteogenesis imperfecta, pan-cancer analysis, cancer

1. Introduction
Osteogenesis imperfecta (OI) type VI disease-causing
gene, SERPINF1, located on chromosome 17P13.3
encodes for pigment epithelium-derived factor (PEDF),
which is expressed actively in adult bone, especially
in active bone growth sites (1,2). PEDF belongs to
the serpin super family, functions in anti-tumor, antiangiogenesis, anti-inflammation, nutrition and nerve
protection, and participates in fat metabolism (3-6).
In bone, PEDF can promote the differentiation
and mineralization of osteoblasts, facilitate the gene
expression of osteoblasts, inhibit the maturation of
osteoclasts, and activate the Wnt/β-Catenin signal
transduction pathway (2,7,8). In osteoblasts, PEDF
can hardly be detected in the serum of patients with
osteogenesis imperfecta induced by SERPINF1
mutation (9). In tumors, PEDF selectively induces
apoptosis of endothelial cells in vessels undergoing
remodeling (4). PEDF has also been shown to have
suppressor-like activity in vivo and directly inhibits
tumor growth and metastasis, and reduced PEDF levels
have also been associated with a worse prognosis in a
variety of tumors (4).
In this paper, we used the GCBI website to find the

related diseases reported by the SERPINF1 gene in the
article. Through the pan-cancer analysis of SERPINF1
gene, the potential molecular mechanisms of SERPINF1
in the pathogenesis or clinical prognosis were found in
different cancers. We also analyzed the mutation sites
of SERPINF1 in cancer and osteogenesis imperfecta, to
find out the potential diseases connection among these
diseases.
2. Methods and Materials
2.1. Gene's research status and regulation mechanism
We input SERPINF1 in the "Gene radar" module of
GCBI (Gene Cloud of Biotechnology Information) web
(https://www.gcbi.com.cn) and found the research status,
regulation network and transcription factor prediction for
the SERPINF1 gene.
2.2. Gene expression analysis
The Human Protein Atlas website (https://www.
proteinatlas.org) was used to get the expression of
SERPINF1 in different human tissues and cell types
(10,11).
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We used the TIMER2 (tumor immune estimation
resource, version 2) website (http://timer.cistrome.
org) to observe the difference in SERPINF1 expression
between tumor and paracancerous tissues (12).
For tumors without normal tissue or highly
restricted normal tissue [e.g., TCGA-ACC (The
Cancer Genome Atlas, Adrenocortical carcinoma),
TCGA-BLCA (Bladder urothelial carcinoma), etc.],
GEPIA2 (Gene Expression Profiling Interactive
Analysis, version 2) was used to obtain the block
diagram of the expression difference between these
tumor tissues and corresponding normal tissues in the
GTEX (genotype tissue expression) database, under
the settings of p-value cutoff = 0.01, log2FC (folding
change) cutoff = 1 and "matching TCGA normal
and GTEX data" (13). In addition, we obtained the
violin diagram of SERPINF1 expression in different
pathological stages of all TCGA tumors through the
"pathological stage diagram" module of GEPIA2
(13). The log2 [TPM (Transcripts per million) +1]
transformed expression data were applied for the box
or violin plots (13).
2.3. Survival prognosis analysis
We used the "survival map" in the "survival analysis"
module of the GEPIA2 website to obtain the OS (overall
survival) and DFS (disease-free survival) map data
related to SERPINF1 in all tumors in TCGA (log rank
test as hypothesis test). Cutoff-high (50%) and cutofflow (50%) values was used as expression thresholds to
separate high expression and low expression cohorts in
survival maps and survival plots (13).
2.4. Immune infiltration analysis
We used the "Immune-Gene" module of the TIMER2
web server to explore the association between
SERPINF1 expression and immune infiltration across all
TCGA tumors. CD8+ T-cells, CD4+ T-cells, neutrophils,
cancer-associated fibroblasts and endothelial cells were
selected and the TIMER, CIBERSORT, CIBERSORTABS, QUANTISEQ, XCELL, MCPCOUNTER and
EPIC algorithms were applied for immune infiltration
estimations. The P-values and partial correlation values
were obtained via the purity-adjusted Spearman's
rank correlation test and the data were visualized as a
heatmap and a scatter plot (12).
2.5. Genetic alteration analysis
CBioPortal website (https://www.cbioportal.org) was
used to obtain the change frequency, mutation type and
CNA (copy number alteration) of SERPINF1 gene in
all TCGA tumors (14). We used the OI website (https://
oi.gene.le.ac.uk) to find the SERPINF1 mutations that
cause osteogenesis imperfecta (15).

2.6. SERPINF1 -related gene enrichment analysis
The experimentally determined PEDF binding proteins
were obtained by us using the string (https://string-db.
org) website, with the following settings: full network,
evidence, experiments, low confidence (0.150), no more
than 50 interactors in the first outer shell.
GeneMANIA websites (http://genemania.org) helped
us find possible interacting genes by searching many
large and open biological data sets (16).
Venn plot was drawn using (http://bioinformatics.
psb.ugent.be/webtools/Venn) to conduct an intersection
analysis to compare PEDF binding protein and
interacting gene. In addition, we performed KEGG
pathway analysis and go analysis on these two groups of
data. First, the data of function annotation diagram was
obtained by using the DAVID website (https://david.
ncifcrf.gov), and the data with P < 0.05 was selected;
the enriched paths are displayed by using "tidyr" and
"ggplot2" R packages. R package "cluster profiler" was
used for GO (gene ontology) enrichment analysis. By
using the cnetplot function (circular = F, color edge = T,
node tag = T), the data of GO analysis can be visualized
as cnetplot. R language software [R-4.0.5, 64-bit] (https://
www.r-project.org) was used in this analysis.
3. Results
PEDF belongs to serpin superfamily and is actively
expressed in adult bone. It has been identified as an
OI type VI pathogenic gene (1,2). In addition, it has
anti-angiogenesis anti-tumor and other functions (3,4).
In this study, we aimed to provide a comprehensive
analysis on the association of human SERPINF1 (NM_
001329903.2 for mRNA, NP_ 001316832.1 for protein,
Figure S1 A, http://www.irdrjournal.com/action/
getSupplementalData.php?ID=88) with the development
of cancer and the connection between cancer and
osteogenesis imperfecta. As shown in Figure S1 B, in
different species (e.g., Homo sapiens, Mus musculus,
Equus caballus), the structure of PEDF is usually
composed of serpin (cl38926) domain. Phylogenetic
tree data confirmed that the structure of PEDF is highly
conserved across the different species, suggesting that
PEDF may play an important role in basic biological
processes (Figure S2, http://www.irdrjournal.com/action/
getSupplementalData.php?ID=88).
3.1. Gene's research status and regulation mechanism
By searching the GCBI database, we found literature
reports about SERPINF1 related to 20 human diseases,
and the most reported disease is cancer. OI disease
related document number ranked 12th (Figure 1A).
The regulatory network of SERPINF1 contains one
targeted miRNA (hsa-miR-335-5p), 97 related lncRNA,
a downstream phosphorylation gene (EPM2AIP1) and
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3.2. Gene expression analysis

Figure 1. SERPINF1 research status and regulation mechanism.
(A) Literature reported about SERPINF1 in human diseases. (B) The
regulatory network of SERPINF1. (C) Transcription factors highly
related to SERPINF1.

two genes (LRP5 and LRP6) that inhibit SERPINF1
expression (Figure 1B). Also, there are 87 transcription
factors highly associated with SERPINF1, which are
closely related to the specific expression of SERPINF1
(Figure 1C)

We analyzed the expression of SERPINF1 in different
tissues. As shown in Figure S3 (http://www.irdrjournal.
com/action/getSupplementalData.php?ID=88),
SERPINF1 can be expressed in all detected tissues (all
consensus normalized expression values > 0.1). And
based on the combination of the HPA (Human protein
atlas), GTEx and FANTOM5 (Function annotation of
the mammalian genome 5) datasets, SERPINF1 shows
highest expression in the retina, followed by the liver,
dendritic cells, and pons and medulla.
We used the TIMER2 website to analyze the
expression of SERPINF1 in different tumor types
in the TCGA database. As shown in Figure 2B, the
expression level of SERPINF1 in tumor tissue of BLCA
(Bladder Urothelial Carcinoma), BRCA (Breast invasive
carcinoma), CHOL (Cholangiocarcinoma), COAD
(Colon adenocarcinoma), KICH (Kidney Chromophobe),
KIRC (Kidney renal clear cell carcinoma), LUAD (Lung
adenocarcinoma), PRAD (Prostate adenocarcinoma),
THCA (Thyroid carcinoma), UCEC (Uterine
Corpus Endometrial Carcinoma) (P < 0.001), CESC
(Cervical squamous cell carcinoma and endocervical
adenocarcinoma) (P < 0.01), GBM (Glioblastoma
multiforme), PCPG (Pheochromocytoma and
Paraganglioma), and READ (Rectum adenocarcinoma)
(P < 0.05) is lower than the corresponding control tissues.
And the expression of SERPINF1 in KIRC and LUAD (P
< 0.0001) is higher than in normal control tissues (Figure
2A).
In cases where tumor and normal tissue data were
not available from TCGA, we further evaluated the
expression differences of SERPINF1 between tumor
and normal tissues using the GTEX dataset. We found
that the expression level of SERPINF1 in tumor tissue
of ACC (Adrenocortical carcinoma), BLCA, BRCA,
CESC, CHOL, COAD, KICH, LAML (Acute Myeloid
Leukemia), LGG (Brain Lower Grade Glioma), OV
(Ovarian serous cystadenocarcinoma), PRAD, READ,
TGCT (Testicular Germ Cell Tumors), THCA, UCEC
and UCS (Uterine Carcinosarcoma) (P < 0.01) is lower
than the corresponding control tissues (Figure 2B).
And the expression of SERPINF1 in DLBC (Lymphoid
Neoplasm Diffuse Large B-cell Lymphoma), KIRC,
PRAD and THYM (Thymoma) (P < 0.01) is higher
than in normal control tissues (Figure 2C). There was no
significant difference in SERPINF1 expression in other
cancers [e.g., LUAD, ESCA (Esophageal carcinoma),
GBM, HNSC (Head and Neck squamous cell carcinoma),
and KIRP (Kidney renal papillary cell carcinoma)], as
shown in Figure S4 (http://www.irdrjournal.com/action/
getSupplementalData.php?ID=88).
GEPIA2 was used to obtain the expression
map of SERPINF1 at different stages of tumors
(Figure S5, http://www.irdrjournal.com/action/
getSupplementalData.php?ID=88). Among them, the
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Figure 2. SERPINF1 expression analysis data. (A) Expression levels of SERPINF1 in TCGA tumor vs. adjacent tissues as visualized by TIMER2. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001. (B) SERPINF1 high expression in tumor
tissues by using GEPIA2 website to analyze the expression of SERPINF1 in different types of cancer (for tumor with no normal tissue or highly restricted normal tissue in TCGA) matched with TCGA normal and GTEx data. (C)
SERPINF1 low expression in cancer tissues by using GEPIA2 website to analyze the expression of SERPINF1 in different types of cancer (for tumor with no normal tissue or highly restricted normal tissue in TCGA) matched
with TCGA normal and GTEx data. (D) Stage-dependent expression level of SERPINF1.
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Figure 3. Relationship between SERPINF1 expression and survival rate in TCGA tumors. (A) Relationship between SERPINF1 gene expression and survival (overall survival). (B) Relationship between SERPINF1 gene
expression and survival (disease-free survival).
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expression of SERPINF1 was variable at different stages
of ACC, BLCA, CESC, COAD, KICH, LUAD, PAAD,
and THCA (Figure 2E, all P < 0.05) (Figure 2D).
3.3. Survival analysis data
TCGA and GEO data sets were used to study the
correlation between SERPINF1 expression and prognosis
of different tumor patients. As shown in Figure 3A,
high expression of SERPINF1 was associated with
poor OS (overall survival) prognosis of BLCA (P =
0.012), COAD (P = 0.039), KIRC (P = 0.0054), LGG
(P = 1.9e-8) and STAD (P = 0.028) in TCGA program.
Disease-free survival (DFS) analysis data disclosed
that a correlation between high SERPINF1 expression
and poor prognosis in TCGA cases of BRCA (P = 9.8e07), COAD (P = 0.0023), KIRC (P = 0.046) and LGG
(P = 0.031) (Figure 3B). It is noteworthy that the high
expression of SERPINF1 leads to a decrease in the OS
and DFS survival curves of COAD, KIRC and LGG.
3.4. Immune infiltration analysis data
As an important component of the tumor
microenvironment, tumor infiltrating immune cells are
closely associated with cancer initiation, progression
or metastasis (17,18). Cancer associated fibroblasts in
tumor microenvironments have been reported to be
involved in regulating the function of various tumor
infiltrating immune cells and play a key role in tumor
adaptation to the host (19-21). Here, we used the
XCELL, MCPCOUNTER, EPIC and TIDE algorithms to
investigate the potential relationship between the level of
infiltration of cancer associated fibroblasts and SERPINF1
gene expression in different TCGA cancer types.
As shown in Figure 4, SERPINF1 expression in
the vast majority of tumors was statistically positively
correlated with the value of cancer associated fibroblast
infiltration and endothelial cells, but the infiltration ability
of CD4+ T cells, CD8+ T cells, and neutrophils did not
correlate with the expression of SERPINF1.
It is noteworthy that in KIRC and THCA, the
infiltrative capacity of endothelial cells inversely
correlated with the expression of SERPINF1.
3.5. Genetic alteration analysis data
We observed the genetic alteration status of SERPINF1 in
different tumor samples of the TCGA cohort. As shown
in Figure 5A, the highest alteration frequency (> 4%) of
SERPINF1 was present in patients with uterine tumors of
the predominant type with "mutations". It is worth noting
that the "deep deletion" type of CNA is the predominant
type in diffuse large B-cell lymphoma, thymoma, thyroid
cancer, acute myeloid leukemia, and pancreatic cancer,
whereas "amplified" type CNA are the predominant
mutation type in uterine carcinosarcoma, renal clear

cell carcinoma, and brain lower grade glioma. The
type, location, and number of cases with alterations of
SERPINF1 are further shown in Figure 5A. We found that
missense mutations in SERPINF1 were the predominant
type of genetic alteration, with 58 missense mutations,
11 truncating mutations, and one in-frame mutation, with
the largest number of duplications (4 times) at the X147_
splice/K147K and R99Q loci (Figure 5B, Table S1, http://
www.irdrjournal.com/action/getSupplementalData.
php?ID=88).
From OI database, we found 45 SERPINF1 mutations
reported (Table S2, http://www.irdrjournal.com/action/
getSupplementalData.php?ID=88) (15,22). No common
mutation sites were found by comparing the mutation
sites of SERPINF1 in tumors and OI patients. Then, we
analyzed whether there were changes in the same amino
acids in tumor and OI patients and found eight identical
site amino acid with different changes. They are sites 27,
56, 99, 131, 133, 147, 178, and 201, which may lead to
different functions of the PEDF and has been associated
with tumor prognosis and osteogenesis (Table 1).
Significantly, alterations of the amino acids at positions
99 and 147 of SERPINF1 were the most recurrent in
tumors (4 times).
3.6. SERPINF1-related gene enrichment analysis date
To further investigate the molecular mechanism of
SERPINF1, we attempted to screen SERPINF1 binding
proteins and SERPINF1 expression related genes for
a series of pathway enrichment analyses. Based on the
string tool, we obtained a total of 31 SERPINF1 binding
proteins that are supported by experimental evidence. The
interaction network of these proteins is shown in Figure
6A.
GeneMANIA predicts 20 genes related to SERPINF1
co-expression, as shown in Figure 6B. GeneMANIA and
String web together predicted 48 genes related to the
function of SERPINF1. Venn plot shows that they have
three common members, namely, EPM2AIP1, PNPLA2
and SERPINA6 (Figure 6C).
We combined the String and GeneMANIA two
datasets to perform KEGG and GO enrichment analyses.
The KEGG data suggest that "Viral carcinogenesis",
"PI3K-Akt signaling pathway" and "cell cycle" might be
involved in the effect of SERPINF1 functions ((Figure
6D). GO enrichment analysis data further show that most
of these genes are related to protein metabolism pathways
or components and functions of extracellular mechanisms,
e.g., extracellular matrix structural constituent, cadherin
binding, collagen-containing extracellular matrix,
complex of collagen trimers and others. (Figure 6, E-G).
4. Discussion
SERPINF1 is a causative gene for osteogenesis
imperfecta, and by searching the GCBI database, we
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Figure 4. The correlation between SERPINF1 expression level and infiltration of cancer-associated fibroblasts, endothelial cells, CD8+ T cells, CD4+ T cells, and neutrophils. (A-E) TIMER, CIBERSORT, CIBERSORTABS, TIDE, XCELL, MCPCOUNTER, QUANTISEQ and EPIC algorithms were used for the correlative analysis of the level of cancer-associated fibroblasts, endothelial cells, CD8+ T cells, CD4+ T cells, and neutrophils and
the expression levels of the SERPINF1 gene across all tumors in TCGA. The red color indicates a positive correlation (0–1), while the blue color represents a negative correlation (−1–0). The correlation with P-value < 0.05 is
considered statistically significant. Statistically insignificant correlation values are marked with crosses.
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Figure 5. Mutation status of SERPINF1 in TCGA tumors. (A) The alteration frequency with mutation type. (B) Mutation site. (C) Mutation site (56,
99, 131, 147, 178, 201) are shown in the 3D structure of SERPINF1.

Table 1. PEDF Change at the same sites in Cancer and OI
Cancer
Glu27Asp
Ala56Val
Arg99Gln
Ala131Val
Gln133Argfs*18
X147_splice
Gln178His
Asp201Metfs*18

OI
Glu27Glyfs*38
Ala56Gly
Arg99*
Ala131Asp
Gln133*
Lys147_Gly215delArg
Gln178*
Asp201Asn

found that there are literature reports that SERPINF1
is associated with 20 human diseases, and the most
frequently reported disease is cancer. In our study,
homologous genes and phylogenetic tree data confirm
the conservatism of PEDF structure in different species,
but additional functional gain and functional loss studies
are needed to further explore its functions in different
cellular environments.
An increasing number of studies focus on the
function of SERPINF1 in diseases including cancer. It
remains to be answered whether SERPINF1 can play a
role in the pathogenesis of different tumors through some
common molecular mechanisms. Through literature
search, we have not retrieved any publications from the
overall cancer perspective for SERPINF1 pan-cancer
analysis. Therefore, based on the data of TCGA, CPTAC
and GEO database, gene expression and gene change,
we detected the SERPINF1 gene in 33 different tumors.

In addition, we compared the mutation sites of cancer
with those of osteogenesis imperfecta, and found that
there were 8 amino acids at the same sites, at positions
27, 56, 99, 131, 133, 147, 178, and 201. Mutations in the
SERPINF1 gene lead to the development of osteogenesis
imperfecta, but whether these mutations are linked to
tumorigenesis will require more data and studies to
prove.
The results showed that the expression level of
SERPINF1 in tumor tissues of ACC, BLCA, BRCA,
CESC, CESC, CHOL, COAD, GBM, KICH, KICH,
KIRC, LAML, LGG, LUAD, OV, PCPG, PRAD, READ,
TGCT, THCA, UCEC, UCS was lower than that of the
corresponding control group, whereas higher expression
was observed in DLBC, KIRC, PRAD and THYM.
Differences in SERPINF1 expression levels in different
tumor types may reflect different underlying functions
and mechanisms. We further found that for patients with
tumors with high expression of SERPINF1, such as
BLCA, COAD, KIRC, LGG and STAD, overexpression
of SERPINF1 generally predicted poor OS. It is
noteworthy that the high expression of SERPINF1 leads to
a decrease in the OS and DFS curves of COAD, KIRC and
LGG. These results suggest that SERPINF1 is a potential
biomarker for predicting the prognosis of patients with
tumors. Especially in KIRC, we found that SERPINF1
expression was higher than in the control group (P < 0.01),
and the high expression of SERPINF1 was associated with
poor prognosis of OS (P = 0.0054) and DFS (P = 0.0023).
SERPINF1 has been reported to have antitumor
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Figure 6. SERPINF1-related gene enrichment and pathway analysis. (A) STRING protein network map of experimentally determined PEDF-binding proteins. (B) GeneMANIA predicted gene network diagram associated
with SERPINF1 co-expression. (C) Venn plot of (A) and (B). (D) KEGG pathway analysis based on the SERPINF1-binding and co-expression genes. (E) GO pathway analysis (Biological Process, BP) based on the SERPINF1binding and co-expression genes. (F) GO pathway analysis (Cellular Component, CC) based on the SERPINF1-binding and co-expression genes. (G) GO pathway analysis (Molecular Function, MF) based on the SERPINF1binding and co-expression genes.
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effects (4). It is doubtful that high expression of
SERPINF1 leads to poor prognosis in cancer, such as
COAD, LGG and KIRC. It has been reported that the
tumor microenvironment is related to the occurrence and
development of cancer (18). Our immune infiltration
analysis showed that the high expression of SERPINF1
was not related to infiltration of immune cells, but
positively correlated with the infiltration ability of cancer
associated fibroblasts and endothelial cells. Interestingly,
in KIRC, high SERPINF1 expression was inversely
correlated with the invasive capacity of endothelial cells,
indicating that infiltration of cancer associated fibroblasts
is an important factor leading to poor prognosis of KIRC.
In conclusion, from our bioinformatics analysis
of SERPINF1, we found that there were 8 amino acid
changes at the same locus in OI and cancer. But more
data and studies are needed to determine their relation to
the occurrence of cancer. From our comprehensive pancancer analysis of SERPINF1, it is helpful to elucidate the
role of SERPINF1 in tumor development from multiple
perspectives.
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SUMMARY

Genetic constraint metrics such as the gnomAD probability of being loss-of-function (LoF)
intolerant (pLI) are used to prioritize candidate genes but the mode of inheritance of highly
constrained genes has never specifically been studied. We compared 605 genes with a pLI of 1 (pLI1
group) with a random sample of 635 genes from gnomAD (the random group) in terms of genetic
constraint metrics, associations with Mendelian disease, modes of inheritance, and two intragenic
constraint scores: the percentage of constraint coding regions (CCR) in the 99th percentile and the
gene variation intolerance rank (GeVIR). The proportion of genes associated with a Mendelian
disease was 35.9% (217/605) in the pLI1 group and 19.5% (124/635) in the random group (p <
0.0001). The modes of inheritance in the random group were autosomal dominant for 35 genes
(28.2%), autosomal recessive for 69 (55.6%), mixed for 14 (11.3%) and X-linked for 6 genes
(4.8%). The corresponding distribution in the pLI1 group was 150 (69.1%), 26 (12.0%), 14 (6.5%)
and 27 (12.4%) (p < 0.0001). The percentage of CCRs in the 99th percentile was 0.3 in the random
group versus 1.12 in the pLI1 group (p < 0.0001). The GeVIR score was 50.9 for the random group
versus 15.1 for the pLI1 group (p < 0.0001). High genetic constraint does not seem to be associated
with a particular mode of inheritance but does seem to be associated with the intragenic constraint
scores considered here. Some highly constrained genes are associated with two different modes of
inheritance.

Keywords

Mendelian inheritance, pLI, gnomAD, ExAC

1. Introduction
The Exome Aggregation Consortium (ExAC) database,
created in October 2014, contains exome sequence data
from 60 706 individuals and has rapidly become an
essential tool in the study of Mendelian diseases (1). The
ExAC database has allowed levels of genetic constraint
to be estimated (2) and a popular metric is the probability
of loss-of-function (LoF) intolerance (pLI). The pLI
ranges from 0 to 1 and genes with a pLI ≥ 0.9 are very
likely to be intolerant to loss-of-function variations
and are often associated with haploinsufficiency and
dominant genetic diseases. Despite some limitations, the
pLI has been widely used to prioritize candidate genes
(3). The successor of the ExAC database, the genome
aggregation database (gnomAD) (4), contains more
than 100,000 human exome and genome sequences
along with annotations including the pLI and missense
and synonymous Z-scores. Just as for the pLI, higher
(more positive) Z-scores indicate greater intolerance to
the corresponding type of variation. Other measures of

genetic constraint derived from gnomAD data have been
proposed to identify candidate genes, including the gene
variation intolerance rank (GeVIR) (5) and the mapping
of constraint coding regions (CCRs) in genes (6). While
modes of inheritance clearly affect genetic constraints
(4,7), the Mendelian mode of inheritance of highly
constrained genes has never been specifically studied.
The aim of this study was therefore to analyze the modes
of inheritance of the most constrained genes (with a pLI
of 1) in comparison with those of a random selection.
2. Material and Methods
The gnomAD constraint metric by gene table (4)
containing 19,704 genes was downloaded from the
gnomAD website (https://gnomad.broadinstitute.org/
downloads, file "pLoF Metrics by Gene TSV") on 15
October 2019. Gene constraint metrics (pLI, missense
and synonymous Z-scores) and chromosome location
were extracted for the 605 genes with a pLI = 1 (the
pLI1 gene group) and a random sample of 650 genes
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(the random gene (RG) group). Manual searches were
performed for each gene on the Online Mendelian
Inheritance in Man (OMIM website, https://omim.org/)
between 15 October 2019 and 20 May 2020. The data
retrieved were the existence of an associated Mendelian
disease (non-diseases and multifactorial disorders
were not included), and for each disease, the mode of
inheritance (autosomal dominant, autosomal recessive,
or X-linked). For genes associated with multiple
phenotypes, the number of associated Mendelian
diseases was also recorded and the mode of inheritance
was recorded as mixed if it varied between phenotypes.
The number of CCRs in the 99th percentile for each gene
was obtained from Abramov et al. (5) and GeVIRs were
obtained from Havrilla et al. (6).
Continuous variables were expressed as mean
(standard deviation). Comparisons were made with
t-tests when comparing highly constrained and
randomly selected genes. Kruskal-Wallis tests were
used when comparing the 4 groups according to the
mode of inheritance. Chi-square test was used for
comparison of categorical variables. The alpha level
was set at 0.05 for all two-tailed tests. The analyses
were conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics 27.0 (IBM
Inc., New York, USA). Differences in gene ontology
terms for biological processes, molecular function and
cellular components were analyzed with Panther (http://
pantherdb.org/) (8).
No ethics approval was required under French law
as the study only involved data analysis. Database data
were used in accordance with the corresponding data
use agreements. Tables of raw data (genetic constraint,
GeVIR score, Number of CCRs in 99 th percentile,
Mendelian mode of inheritance) are available upon
request.
3. Results and Discussion
One thousand two hundred and forty genes were

analyzed, 605 in the pLI1 group and 635 in the RG group
(15 of the 650 randomly selected genes were removed
because they had a pLI of 1 and were therefore part of the
pLI1 group). Their characteristics are compared in Table
1. One hundred and fifty-nine genes were not present in
the OMIM database (131 in the RG group and 18 in pLI1
group, p < 0.0001) and 342 genes were associated with
at least one Mendelian disease (124 in the RG group and
217 in the pLI1 group, p < 0.0001). The groups differed
significantly in terms of the distribution of modes of
inheritance (AD, AR, XL or mixed; p < 0.0001), the
number of CCRs in the 99th percentile (higher in the pLI1
group, p < 0.0001), the GEVIR score (lower for pLI1
genes; p < 0.0001) and borderline significantly in terms
of the mean number of OMIM phenotypes per diseaseassociated gene (higher in the pLI1 group, p = 0.071;
Table 1). The genes in both groups were first associated
with a Mendelian disease in 2008 on average (Table 1).
Considering genes with different modes of
inheritance separately (Supplemental Table S1, http://
www.irdrjournal.com/action/getSupplementalData.
php?ID=90), the mean missense Z-score and the
number of CCRs in the 99th percentile were in each case
significantly higher in the pLI1 group than in the RG
group, and the mean GEVIR score was significantly
lower. The first association with a Mendelian disease
occurred significantly later in the pLI group for
autosomal recessive diseases.
Within the pLI1 group, the variables significantly
associated with the mode of inheritance were the
mean GEVIR score and number of CCRs in the 99th
percentile (Figure 1 and Table 2; p < 0.001 and p =
0.001 respectively), while in the RG group, the variables
significantly associated with the mode of inheritance
were the GEVIR score and the missense Z-score (Table 3;
p < 0.001 in both cases).
Among highly constrained genes (pLI1 group),
those associated with a Mendelian disease did not differ
significantly from those not associated with a Mendelian

Table 1. Gene characteristics
Highly constrained genesa

Characteristics
Genes
Present in OMIM database
Associated with Mendelian disease in OMIM database
Autosomal dominant inheritance
Autosomal recessive inheritance
Mixed inheritance
X linked inheritance
OMIM phenotypes per disease-associated gene
Missense Z-Score
Synonymous Z-Score
Number of CCRs in 99th percentile
GeVIR score
Year of first molecular association with a Mendelian disease
Year of first molecular association with Mendelian disease for all phenotypes

605
577 (95.4%)
217 (37.6%)
150 (69.1%)
26 (12%)
14 (6.5%)
27 (12.4%)
1.5 (1.3)
3.1 (1.8)
-0.5 (2.0)
1.1 (2.2)
15.1 (14.4)
2008.8 (8.6)
2008.0 (8.7)

Randomly selected genes
635
504 (79.4%)
124 (24.6%)
35 (28.2%)
69 (55.6%)
14 (11.3%)
6 (4.8%)
1.3 (0.7)
0.7 (1.2)
-0.3 (1.4)
0.03 (0.29)
50.9 (28.5)
2008.0 (7.8)
2008.1 (7.6)

p
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
0.071
< 0.0001
0.014
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
0.42
0.92

Data are reported as frequency (%) or mean (standard deviation). aWith a probability of loss-of-function intolerance of 1. OMIM, Online
Inheritance in Man; GeVIR, gene variation intolerance rank; CCR, constraint coding region.
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Figure 1. Dot plot distributions of missense Z-scores, GeVIR, number of CCRs in 99th percentile for highly constrained genes (those
with a probability of loss-of-function intolerance of 1) for different Mendelian modes of inheritance. Figure prepared with https://huygens.
science.uva.nl/PlotsOfData/.

Table 2. Comparison of constraint metrics for highly constrained (pLI = 1) genes in terms of their mode of inheritance
Characteristics
Genes
Missense Z-Score
Synonymous Z-Score
Number of CCRs in 99th percentile
GeVIR score

Autosomal dominant
inheritance

Autosomal recessive
inheritance

Mixed
inheritance

X linked
inheritance

150
3.7 (2.0)
-0.9 (2.4)
2.0 (3.1)
10.8 (10.9)

26
3.0 (2.1)
-0.2 (1.4)
0.7 (1.4)
21.4 (15.8)

14
2.9 (1.8)
-0.8 (1.2)
1.1 (1.9)
18.3 (17.1)

27
3.9 (2.1)
-0.4 (1.3)
0
16.3 (17.5)

p

0.15
0.46
< 0.001
0.001

Data are reported as mean (standard deviation). pLI, probability of loss-of-function intolerance; GeVIR, gene variation intolerance rank; CCR,
constraint coding region.

Table 3. Comparison of constraint metrics for randomly selected genes in terms of their mode of inheritance
Characteristics
Genes
Missense Z-Score
Synonymous Z-Score
Number of CCRs in 99th percentile
GeVIR score

Autosomal dominant
inheritance

Autosomal recessive
inheritance

Mixed
inheritance

X linked
inheritance

35
1.3 (1.5)
-0.6 (1.9)
0.06 (0.34)
28.6 (25.1)

69
0.3 (1.0)
-0.6 (1.4)
0
52.5 (20.1)

14
2.9 (1.8)
-0.8 (1.2)
1.1 (1.9)
18.3 (17.1)

6
1 (0.9)
-0.7 (1.8)
0
41.9 (19.6)

p

0.0004
0.86
0.24
< 0.0001

Data are reported as mean (standard deviation). GeVIR, gene variation intolerance rank; CCR, constraint coding region.

disease in terms of gene ontologies. Among pLI1
genes associated with a Mendelian disease, genes with
autosomal dominant inheritance were significantly more
likely than those with autosomal recessive inheritance
to be associated with DNA binding (fold enrichment,
FE = 11.2, p = 0.001) and significantly less likely to be
associated with guanyl-nucleotide exchange (FE = 0.06,
p = 0.004). None of the other associations between pLI1
gene ontology and mode of inheritance were statistically
significant.
Considering genes with different modes of
inheritance separately, there were no significant
differences in terms of gene ontologies between the
pLI1 and RG groups for genes with autosomal dominant
or mixed inheritance. Among genes with X linked
inheritance, GO:005634 (cellular component, nucleus)
was significantly overrepresented (FE = 2.9; p = 0.048).

Among genes with autosomal recessive inheritance, 11
gene ontologies were significantly overrepresented in the
pLI1 group compared with the RG group: five biological
process gene ontologies (GO:0001932: regulation
of protein phosphorylation, FE = 10.9, p = 0.022;
GO:0031175: neuron projection development, FE =
8.2, p = 0.018; GO:0007010: cytoskeleton organization,
FE = 8.2, p = 0.018; GO:0035556: intracellular signal
transduction, FE = 6.14, p = 0.048; GO:0034613:
cellular protein localization FE = 6.14, p = 0.048), four
molecular function gene ontologies (GO:0005096:
GTPase activator activity, FE = 19.1, p = 0.014;
GO:0008092: cytoskeletal protein binding, FE = 16.4, p
= 0.045; GO:0005198: structural molecule activity, FE =
9.6, p = 0.042; GO:0140096: catalytic activity, acting on
a protein activity, FE = 7.3, p = 0.0333), and two cellular
component gene ontologies (GO:0070161: anchoring
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junction activity, FE = 21.9, p = 0.004; and GO:0005856:
cytoskeleton, FE = 4.4, p = 0.007).
Although it has been clear from the first articles
on ExAC and gnomAD that constrained genes are
overrepresented in haploinsufficiency diseases, the
Mendelian inheritance of the most constrained genes
has never been analyzed in detail. The results of the
present study confirm that highly constrained genes are
mostly (69.1%) autosomal dominant, whereas randomly
selected genes are mostly (55.6%) autosomal recessive.
Nevertheless, around one in five highly constrained
genes (18.5%) was found to be autosomal recessive, and
this mode of inheritance should therefore not be ruled
out even for the most constrained genes. Interestingly
furthermore, a small fraction of genes were associated
with two different modes of inheritance and with several
OMIM phenotypes, indicating that even if a gene is
associated with a phenotype and a mode of inheritance,
the existence of another phenotype with a different mode
of inheritance cannot be excluded either.
Compared with a random group of genes, highly
constrained genes were significantly more likely to be
associated with a Mendelian disease. Although it cannot
be ruled out that this difference simply reflects the
fact that constrained gene are more readily suspected
and investigated, the data show that on average the
constrained genes were not associated with diseases
earlier than those in the randomly selected group,
suggesting on the contrary that this result is not due to
selection bias.
Genes with autosomal dominant inheritance were
found to have more CCRs in the 99th percentile and
lower mean GEVIR scores than autosomal recessive
genes did, with the scores of mixed inheritance genes
roughly half way between those of dominant and
recessive genes. This suggests that exon specific metrics
may be better indicators of the mode of Mendelian
inheritance. However, the ranges of the scores considered
here overlapped between the three modes of Mendelian
inheritance. The only significant difference between
autosomal dominant and autosomal recessive genes
identified by the analysis of gene ontology terms was
that autosomal dominant genes were more likely to be
associated with DNA binding.
A possible limitation of this study is the use of pLI
instead of the more recently proposed loss-of-function
observed/expected upper bound fraction (LOEUF).
However, since all genes with a pLI = 1 also have a
LOEUF < 0.24,which is less than the proposed value for
constrained gene (< 0.35) (9), these results probably hold
for genes with low LOEUF scores.
The emergence of genes associated with two different
modes of inheritance is intriguing. Whether continued
sequencing efforts will lead to all genes being associated
with two modes of inheritance or whether this will
remain a property of a small subset is unclear.

In conclusion, this study shows that even the most
highly constrained genes are not necessarily autosomal
dominant. Gene-specific constraint scores are useful
indicators of the mode of inheritance, whose precision
will likely improve as genomic databases continue to
expand.
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SUMMARY

The latest definition of rare disease in China was released on September 11, 2021 at the third
multidisciplinary expert seminar on the definition of rare diseases/orphan drugs in China. A rare
disease is defined as a condition satisfying at least one of the following three criteria: an incidence
among newborns of less than 1/10,000, a prevalence of less than 1/10,000, and an affected
population of less than 140,000. Before this new definition, rare diseases were defined by different
agencies with different parameters in China. The 2021 definition is a milestone, it could further
spur the development of rare diseases beyond China's First List of Rare Disease in May 2018. This
definition also provides a reference for the total number of rare diseases in China.
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The latest definition of rare diseases in China was
released on September 11, 2021, as suggested at the
third multidisciplinary expert seminar on the definition
of rare diseases/orphan drugs in China. A rare disease
is defined as a condition with an incidence of less than
1/10,000 among newborns, a prevalence of less than
1/10,000, or an affected population of less than 140,000
(1). The definition refers to the number of patients with
a given rare disease since it is difficulty to determining
the incidence and prevalence of some rare diseases and
emerging diseases is difficult. The number 140,000 was
calculated based on the China's total population of 1.4
billion multiplied by a prevalence of 1/10,000 (1).
A number of years before the new definition was
issued, the National Health Commission, the Ministry
of Science and Technology, the Ministry of Industry and
Information Technology, the National Medical Products
Administration, and the National Administration of
Traditional Chinese Medicine issued China's First List
of Rare Disease in May 2018. This marks China as the
world's first country to use a list to classify rare diseases
(2).
In 2010, the Medical Genetics Branch of Chinese
Medical Association suggested that a rare disease
be defined as one with a prevalence of less than 1 in
500,000 or a neonatal incidence of less than 1 in 10,000.
From the point of view of orphan drugs, 300,000 500,000 patients was suggested as the threshold for a
rare disease (3). In 1980s, rare diseases were termed rare
and uncommon diseases by Chinese scholars Gui Lin
and Chenglin Wang. Wang suggested that the term rare

and uncommon disease is a relative concept. From the
perspective of dialectics, rare is related to uncommon,
and uncommon is related to common diseases (4). Rare
and uncommon diseases were recorded as a medical
record index as early as in 1990 in China (5).
According to the definition of rare diseases that
was updated in 2021, 12 rare diseases should be
removed from the first list of rare diseases, including
cardiac ion channelopathies, Charcot-Marie-Tooth
Disease, congenital scoliosis, coronary artery ectasia,
familial Mediterranean fever, Marfan syndrome,
myotonic dystrophy, non-syndromic deafness, Noonan
syndrome, primary hereditary dystonia, progressive
muscular dystrophy, and retinitis pigmentosa (1). As
the registration of patients with rare diseases and the
epidemiological study of those diseases advance, the
population of patients with hemophilia and idiopathic
pulmonary arterial hypertension has grown larger than
most of the patients with rare diseases on the list (6-8).
Hence, revision of the China's First List of Rare Disease
should be considered in accordance with the new 2021
definition of rare diseases and epidemiological data.
The national rare disease list and the definition of rare
diseases will co-exist and complement each other for
some time in China due to a lack of epidemiological data
for most rare diseases.
The incidence of rare diseases in newborns is
used as a criterion in China but not in other countries.
Approximately 80% of rare diseases are genetic
diseases caused by specific pathogenic genes. Data from
newborns is useful in tallying the number of patients
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with rare diseases and helps with clinical diagnosis and
treatment in a disease's early stage. Since some rare
diseases occur in children (e.g., pediatric lupus nephritis
and children's interstitial lung disease), others occur in
both children and adulthood (e.g., central hypoventilation
syndrome), and others occur only in adulthood (e.g.,
Huntington-chorea and Gaucher-disease), there will be
some discrepancies in incidence/prevalence between
a disease's actual rate and its rate according to the
definition.
The Chinese population has aged and the birthrate
has declined, so the definition of rare diseases should
be a dynamic concept. Some influencing factors,
environmental factors, and models should be considered
when tallying rare diseases. Modeling is one of the main
criteria for evaluation of rare diseases, and especially for
those lacking a nationwide registry and epidemiological
data.
There is no standard definition of rare diseases, it is
affected by many factors, such as medical status, the level
of social security, social and economic development, and
human cognition of disease. The criteria for defining rare
diseases differ in various countries or regions, including
the total population affected, prevalence, and the severity
of the disease (9-11). The definition of rare diseases is
a key factor to determining the number of rare diseases.
The terminology used to define rare diseases is another
essential aspect of rare diseases figures that China should
take into account. Whether rare infectious diseases,
trauma, cancer, or other conditions that are caused by
environmental factors, such as PM2.5 pollutants, should
be included or excluded as rare diseases will definitely
affect the total number of rare diseases. For example,
hepatitis E infection would be classified as a rare disease
due to its low prevalence (12), but hepatitis B, C, and
D would not under current definition of rare diseases in
China. The definition of rare diseases will help China
to expand research on rare diseases, raise the level of
medical technology, and meet the healthcare needs of
society as a whole. The new 2021 definition of rare
diseases represents just the tip of the rare disease iceberg.
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The cardiovascular outcomes of finerenone in patients with chronic
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SUMMARY

Recently, a few randomized control trials (RCTs) suggested that finerenone has been shown to reduce
cardiovascular events in patients with CKD and DM-2. We aimed to analyze the cardiovascular
benefits of using finerenone in patients with CKD and DM-2. Electronic databases were systematically
searched to identify only RCTs comparing finerenone versus placebo. Pooled risk ratios (RR) and
their 95% confidence intervals (CI) were calculated using random-effects models. Three RCTs were
included, with a total of 13,847 patients. Compared with the placebo group, the use of finerenone was
associated with significantly lower rates of cardiovascular events (RR: 0.88; 95% CI: 0.80, 0.96; p <
0.01), which was mainly driven by lower hospitalizations for heart failure (RR: 0.79; 95% CI: 0.66, 0.94;
p = 0.01). However, there were no significant differences between groups in terms of cardiovascular
death (RR: 0.88; 95% CI: 0.76, 1.02; p = 0.09), non-fatal myocardial infarction (RR: 0.91; 95% CI: 0.74,
1.12; p = 0.38), non-fatal stroke (RR: 0.99; 95% CI: 0.80, 1.22; p = 0.90).
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Patients with chronic kidney disease (CKD) and diabetes
mellitus type 2 (DM-2) have increased cardiovascular
morbidity and mortality due to enhanced and overactivation of mineralocorticoid receptors, leading to
widespread inflammation and fibrosis affecting the
heart, kidneys, and peripheral vessels (1). Aldosterone
is a mineralocorticoid hormone, which increases
proteinuria and affects cardiomyocytes, endothelial cells,
and vascular smooth muscle cells by causing chronic
inflammation that leads to fibrosis and remodeling of
the heart and kidneys. Thus, the use of aldosterone
antagonists might reverse these pathophysiological
remodeling. Finerenone (BAY 94–8862) is a novel thirdgeneration nonsteroidal selective mineralocorticoid
receptor antagonist that has been shown to reduce
cardiovascular events in patients with CKD and DM-2
(2-4). However, data from randomized controlled trials
(RCTs) are limited. Therefore, we aim to conduct a
meta-analysis of solely RCTs to evaluate the effects of
finerenone on cardiovascular outcomes in patients with
CKD and DM-2.
Our Systematic review was carried out in accordance

with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement. We
searched PubMed, EMBASE, Scopus, Web of Science,
Cochrane Central, and Google Scholar for RCTs
comparing finerenone versus placebo among patients
with CKD and DM-2. We performed our search from
inception to January 7th, 2022. Our eligibility criteria
included; type of study: RCTs; type of subject: patients
with CKD and DM-2; type of intervention: studies
that evaluated the effect of finerenone compared to
placebo; the primary outcome was cardiovascular events
defined as death from cardiovascular causes, non-fatal
myocardial infarction, non-fatal stroke, or hospitalization
for heart failure; secondary outcomes included the
individual primary outcome composite. We calculated
risk ratios (RRs) with their 95% confidence intervals
(CIs) using the random-effects model. All analyses were
performed using RevMan manager v5.3 software.
We identified three RCTs (2-4) with 13,847 total
patients (finerenone = 7,246 vs. placebo = 6,601)
with a median follow up was 1.6 years. The mean
age was 64.7 ± 8.7 years and 70.3% were male. The
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Figure 1. Forest plot comparing the clinical outcomes among patients who received finerenone. (A) Cardiovascular events; (B) Cardiovascular
death; (C) Non-fatal myocardial infarction; (D) Non-fatal stroke; (E) Hospitalization for heart failure. df: degrees of freedom; I2: I-squared; M-H:
Mantel-Haenszel variance; CI: confidence interval.

mean hemoglobin A1c was 7.6% ± 1.24 with mean
estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) of 54.9
±15.5mL/min/1.73m2. Compared to the placebo group,
finerenone was associated with significantly lower rates
of cardiovascular events (RR: 0.88; 95% CI: 0.80,0.96;
p < 0.01) (Figure 1). Finerenone was associated with
significantly lower heart failure hospitalizations (RR:
0.79; 95% CI: 0.66, 0.94; p = 0.01) compared to placebo.
However, there were no significant differences between
groups in terms of cardiovascular death (RR: 0.88; 95%
CI: 0.76, 1.02; p = 0.09), non-fatal myocardial infarction
(MI) (RR: 0.91; 95% CI: 0.74, 1.12; p = 0.38), non-fatal
stroke (RR: 0.99; 95% CI: 0.80, 1.22; p = 0.90) (Figure 1).
This meta-analysis showed that finerenone was

associated with a statistically significant reduction
in cardiovascular events, mainly driven by lower
hospitalization for heart failure compared to placebo.
However, there were no significant differences in terms
of cardiovascular death, non-fatal MI, or non-fatal
stroke.
In patients with DM-2 and CKD with albuminuria
> 30 mg/g and eGFR > 30 mL/min/1.73 m2, current
guidelines recommend sodium-glucose cotransporter-2
inhibitors (SGLT2i) added to angiotensin-converting
enzyme inhibitors (ACEi) or angiotensin receptor
blockers (ARB) to reduce the risk of end-stage renal
disease (ESRD) and cardiovascular mortality (5).
However, despite the use of ACEi (or ARB) and
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SGLT2i, the risk of progression to ESRD is still high
(6). Currently, there is growing evidence that the
overactivation of mineralocorticoid receptors contributes
to the progression of CKD. Therefore, first-generation
aldosterone antagonists -which competitively inhibit
aldosterone-dependent sodium-potassium exchange
channels in the distal convoluted tubule (such as
spironolactone and eplerenone) have been used in
patients CKD and DM-2 to reduce mortality and
hospitalization despite having side effects, such as
hyperkalemia (7). Finerenone is a novel medication that
demonstrated a lower incidence of hyperkalemia (8)
and a significant reduction in albuminuria compared
to spironolactone (2). In our study, we found that
finerenone reduced overall cardiovascular events and
hospitalization for heart failure but not cardiovascular
death, non-fatal MI, or non-fatal stroke. This is likely due
to the low sample size and events rates of the included
RCTs for these clinical outcomes.
The RALES trial evaluated the effect of
spironolactone versus placebo on morbidity and
mortality for patients with severe heart failure (9). The
patients included in our study were similar to the patients
in the RALES trial (9) regarding age, sex, and race.
However, the RALES trial focused on patients with heart
failure (New York Heart Association class IV) with a left
ventricular ejection fraction of no more than 35 percent
(9). Meanwhile, our article focused on patients with type
2 diabetes and CKD. Therefore, more RCTs are needed
to compare the spironolactone to finerenone.
The main limitations to our meta-analysis are the
low number of included RCTs in our analysis, low
events rate, and had relatively short follow-up duration.
Therefore, more RCTs are still needed to shed more light
on the growing interest in finerenone.
In conclusion, among patients with CKD and
DM-2, finerenone is associated with lower risks of
cardiovascular events and heart failure hospitalizations
compared with placebo. Further large clinical trials and
long-term follow-up with a focus on cost-effectiveness
are needed.
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Fabry disease – a genetically conditioned extremely rare disease
with a very unusual course
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SUMMARY

Fabry disease (FD) is a rare lysosomal storage disease. FD is caused by the presence of a deleterious
mutation in the GLA gene encoding the enzyme alpha galactosidase A (αGAL A) on the X
chromosome. The accumulation of Gb3 and lyso-GL-3 in nerve fiber cells, endothelium, vascular
muscle cells, mesangial cells, podocytes, renal tubular epithelial cells and cardiomyocytes is the
most important pathogenetic factor. The rate of disease progression depends on residual conserved
enzymatic activity. In this article we present an example of a 25-year-old patient with FD with an
initial asymptomatic course. The first manifestation of FD developed in the third decade of life. These
include high blood pressure, urinary changes and grade V renal failure, requiring renal replacement
therapy. The diagnosis was made very late, when renal failure and cerebro-cardiac complications
occurred, including stroke and dangerous cardiac tamponade.
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Fabry disease (FD) was first described in 1898
by two independent physicians: surgeon William
Anderson and dermatologist Johannes Fabry. These
authors demonstrated the association of skin lesions
("angiokeratoma corporis diffusum") with the risk of
developing renal failure (1,2).
To date, more than 50 genetic lysosomal storage
disorders (LSDs) have been identified, of which FD
[OMIM number: 301500] is probably the most common.
FD is caused by the presence of a deleterious mutation
in the GLA gene [Xq22.1] encoding the enzyme
alphagalactosidase A (αGAL A) on the X chromosome
(3,4). FD is described as an ultra-rare disease, with
a frequency of 1/40,000 in men and 1/117,000 in the
female population (5-7). The rate of development of the
disorder depends on the preserved residual enzymatic
activity, i.e. the lower the enzyme activity, the earlier the
manifestation of the disease and the faster its progression.
A 25-year-old Caucasian male, previously untreated,
was admitted to the nephrology department for high
blood pressure (BP > 200/120 mm Hg) and macroscopic
hematuria. The patient's general condition was moderate,
with no signs of pulmonary stasis or peripheral edema.
Physical examination revealed mild redness of the throat,
nasal mucus leakage, as well as caries, excessive body
fat (BMI = 32 kg/m2), and lower extremity varicose
veins. No skin lesions were found. Laboratory tests
performed showed mild anemia, prolonged activated

partial thromboplastin time (APTT), very significantly
elevated creatinine levels, as well as hematuria and
proteinuria [5.4 g/L] (Table 1). Aminotransferase,
gamma glutamyl transpeptidase (GGTP), alkaline
phosphatase and bilirubin activities were normal.
Ultrasound imaging of the urinary tract showed no
significant abnormalities. The radiologist performing
the examination also noted that the spleen was slightly
enlarged (to 12.6 cm). Urine culture showed no bacterial
growth. A cystoscopy was performed in which the source
of bleeding was not visible and the bladder mucosa was
smooth. Following treatment (etamsylate, tranexamic
acid), hematuria resolved. During hospitalization, the
patient required intensive hypotensive treatment due to
repeated high blood pressure values (> 180/100 mmHg).
In the following days, progressive weakness was
observed, nausea appeared, and laboratory tests showed
a further increase in creatinine levels and increased
proteinuria to 24 g/L, increased metabolic acidosis
and hyperkalemia. The patient was treated with renal
replacement hemodialysis. There was no improvement
in renal function during hospitalization, but there was a
significant reduction in proteinuria and normalization of
APTT.
Six months later the patient was hospitalized twice
for dyspnea. The dyspnea was already present at rest, but
clearly worsened after exertion. The electrocardiogram
(ECG) was normal. Echocardiography shows that left
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Table 1. Basic results of laboratory tests performed on the patient on admission to the nephrology department
White blood cells

Observed value

Normal value

Red blood cells
Hemoglobin
Platelets
Prothrombin time
Partial thromboplastin time
Creatinine
Natrium
Kalium
Phosphate
Calcium
Bicarbonate
Protein
Uric acid
C-reactive protein
Antinuclear antibodies
Antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies
Urine - general examination

8.28 [10*3/uL]
3.85 [10*6/uL]
11.5 g/L
147 [10*3/uL]
12.8 sec
45.5 sec
868 µmol/L
142 mmol/L
4.86 mmol/L
1.7 mmol/L
2.35 mmol/L
19.2
mmol/L
55 g/dL
669 umol/L
0.79 mg/L
Negative
Negative
reaction: acidic
specific gravity: 1015
glucose: not detected
protein: 5.4 g/L
urobilinogen: normal
bilirubin: negative
ketone bodies: negative
sediment: fresh and leached erythrocytes, very numerous ; leukocytes 2-5

4–10 [10*3/uL]
4.2–5.4 [10*6/uL]
14–18 g/L
150–450 [10*3/uL]
11–16b sec
28–40 sec
< 130 µmol/L
135–145 mmol/L
3.5–5.1 mmol/L
< 1.6 mmol/L
2.25–2.55 mmol/L
22–26 mmol/L
> 60 g/dL
< 420 µmol/L
0-5 mg/L
Negative
Negative
reaction: acidic
specific gravity: > 1023
glucose: absent
protein: absent
urobilinogen: normal
bilirubin: negative
ketone bodies: negative
precipitate:
leukocytes < 5
erythrocytes 1-2

Figure 1. Inheritance of the c.109G> C mutation occurring in Fabry disease on the example of the patient's family. Red color - the presence of
a mutation. Black color - no mutation. White - unaudited family members (deceased).

ventricular systolic fraction (LVEF) is normal and
left ventricular diastolic fraction (LVDF) is abnormal.
Cardiac echocardiography shows myocardial dilatation
and thickening with a small amount of fluid in the
pericardial sac (up to 3 mm).
A few months later, the patient was diagnosed
with a dangerous cardiac tamponade manifested
by unconsciousness and weakness in the course of
hypotension. The pericardium was decanted, yielding
710 mL of bloody fluid. Subsequent histological
examination of the pericardial fluid showed signs of
acute chronic pericarditis secondary to uremia. A cardiac

MRI was performed, which showed no pathology other
than myocardial hypertrophy.
After several weeks, the patient was urgently admitted
to the neurology department due to speech disorders and
right hemiparesis. Central nervous system bleeding was
ruled out, but cerebrovascular abnormalities were noted.
Taking into account the general clinical picture
and the result of the consultation, FD was suspected.
Blood was drawn from the patient (dry blood spot) to
determine alpha-galactosidase activity. The test showed:
alpha-galactosidase activity < 0.1 µmol/L/h; normal
> 2.8 µmol/L/h, lyso-Gl-3 globotriaosylphingosine
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concentration = 57.1 ng/mL; normal < 3.5 ng/mL.
Genetic testing revealed the presence of the c.109G>
C mutation (p.Ala37Pro). This finally confirmed the
diagnosis of FD. In this situation, the patient started
treatment with agalsidase alfa. Genetic testing in the
patient's family confirmed the presence of the mutation in
the patient's mother, sister, and daughter. The inheritance
of the c.109G> C mutation found in FD in the patient's
family is shown in Figure 1.
The first symptoms of the classic form of FD
appear already in childhood. The most common
symptoms observed at this time are: peripheral limb
pain [acroparesthesia], angiokeratoma type skin lesions,
hearing disorders and eye diseases such as cataract and
keratopathy and others. In our patient, such symptoms
were not present in childhood. In our patient, the first
manifestation of the disease was renal failure with
hypertension, proteinuria and hematuria. The cerebrocardiovascular complications that we observed in the
patient included stroke, the presence of left ventricular
diastolic dysfunction and cardiac tamponade. Only one
case of cardiac tamponade in a patient with FD was
described (8). In conclusions, the patient presented with
a very atypical course of FD - initial asymptomatic
course. The diagnosis was made very late, when organ
complications occurred.
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SUMMARY

Lemierre's syndrome (LS) is a "forgotten" condition characterized by septic thrombophlebitis of
the jugular vein that follows an otolaryngological infection. Fusobacterium necrophorum is the
aetiological agent responsible for the syndrome in adolescents and young adults whereas in older
people even common bacteria are involved. Complications arise from spreading of septic emboli
distally, i.e. to the brain, lungs, bones and internal organs everywhere in the body. We report a
middle-aged woman who presented with headache and bilateral sixth cranial nerve palsy following
a sphenoidal sinusitis and left mastoiditis. Imaging revealed thrombotic involvement of the left
internal jugular vein as well as of several cerebral venous sinuses thrombosis (CVT). Currently,
precise management protocols of LS with CVT complication do not exist although a combination of
macrolides and second or third-generation cephalosporins, as well as anti-coagulants represent the
mainstream of therapeutics. Surgical drainage is associated to remove septic foci but is burdened by
severe complications and side effects. Complete recovery was achieved following pharmacological
treatment in our patient. This report adds further evidence that LS complicated by CVT may be
effectively treated adopting a conservative approach thus avoiding surgical drainage and severe
complications.
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jugular vein thrombosis, cerebral venous circulation, sinusitis, otomastoiditis

Lemierre's syndrome (LS) is a rare and potentially
life-threatening condition that follows oropharyngeal
infection. It usually occurs in adolescents and young
adults and is mostly associated with infection of upper
airways (1-3). Infection triggers a septic thrombophlebitis
of the jugular vein, which can spread to cerebral sinuses,
lungs, liver, spleen, joints, and heart (3). In the preantibiotic era, LS had a case-mortality rate ranging from
32% to 90% (4) decreased currently to 17% despite best
medical practice (1,2).
A 68-year-old woman with a 15-days history of
fever, frontal headache and vomiting presented to ED.
She reported intermittent fever, binocular diplopia in

the left direction of gaze and xerostomia. CT brain/
neck angiography revealed occlusion of the left internal
jugular vein at its origin and its main secondary
branches. Thrombosis of the sigmoid cerebral sinus
was also apparent (Figure 1). Based on these findings,
the patient was admitted to the Neurological unit.
Neurological examination revealed only left VI cranial
nerve palsy while physical examination showed herpes
labialis and a non-painful, tense-elastic, swelling at the
left retromandibular level.
Laboratory tests revealed increased d-dimers (2,501
ng/mL), leukocytes (14,890 WBC/µL, 89% neutrophils),
and C-reactive protein (CPR) (31.3 mg/dL). Serology
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for common viruses and bacteria was negative as
well as blood cultures, onconeural paraneoplastic
antibodies, anti-gangliosides, tumor markers and antiphospholipids.
In suspect of Lemierre's syndrome, empirical
antibiotic therapy was started. Therapy included
Enoxaparin 6,000 IU b.i.d s.c., Ceftriaxone 2 g b.i.d i.v.,
Linezolid 600 mg b.i.d., and Acyclovir 5 mg/kg/die t.i.d.
Starting from the fifth day from admission, the patient
was afebrile and gradually we observed normalization
of WBC counts (6.09 × 103 cells/µL) and reduction of
CRP (5.61 mg/dL).
At the ninth day, head and neck MRI revealed a
solid mass (2.7 × 1.7 cm) in the context of the left
parotid gland, thrombosis of the left transverse sinus,
the left sigmoid sinus, the origin of the left internal
jugular internal vein and the deep facial venous plexus
of the same side. Partial thrombosis was even detected
in the right transverse sinus. The sphenoidal sinus
was obliterated by fluid material and showed parietal
thickening. Some left mastoidal cells resulted in
obliteration by fluid material similarly. MRI revealed
also inflammatory involvement of the interstitial

tissue surrounding the left jugular vein with spreading
towards the upper airways (Figure 2). Subsequently, by
fine needle aspiration, cytological examination of the
parotidal mass was performed, revealing the presence
of adenomatous cells.
Head and neck MRI performed 10 days later
revealed partial thrombosis of the origin of the left
internal jugular vein with inflammatory involvement
of surrounding soft tissues, sphenoidal sinusitis and
mastoiditis. Thrombosis of cerebral sinuses and jugular
branches were no more appreciable. Based on the
clinical amelioration (significant decrease of frontal
headache and diplopia) and the consistent imaging
improvement, surgical drainage of sphenoidal sinus
was not performed and the patient was discharged after
21 days with indication to switch to Ciprofloxacin 500
mg/die for the next 10 days and to start anticoagulation
with warfarin. Informed consent was obtained from the
patient and the study checked for ethics.
LS and septic CVT can associate because both
share identical etiological and physiopathological
mechanisms (1,2,5-7). Sometimes, CVT may represent
intracranial extension of jugular vein thrombosis. Signs

Figure 1. Initial CT scan of the head enhanced with contrast medium. Thrombosis of the jugular left vein (A) and filing defect of the left
sigmoid sinus (B).

Figure 2. T1 W sequence with gadolinium of transverse head section at the level of pharynx. (A) Filling defect indicating thrombosis at the
origin of the left internal jugular vein with hyperintense signal of the surrounding tissue suggestive of inflammatory imbibition (orange arrow).
Pseudo-abscess mass diagnosed as parotid adenoma following needle- aspiration (red arrow). Inflammatory solid tissue imprinting the left wall of
pharynx (yellow arrow), (B) Filing defect indicating thrombosis of the left sigmoid sinus (red arrow).
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and symptoms of intracranial hypertension such as
headache, decreased visual acuity, papilledema and
bilateral sixth cranial nerve palsy may be indicative of a
CVT condition (8).
In the literature, case reports describing LS
complicated with CVT are few (5,9,10). Therapeutic
protocol include treatment with antibiotics combined
with local surgical drainage and removal of the infected
site, with poor outcome in half of the cases and side
effects spanning from mild hearing impairment
(specially in children) to iatrogenic facial palsy (10).
Neck MRI in our patient initially suggested the
presence of an abscess in the context of parotid gland,
so making possible a surgical drainage. However, this
was a confounding detection. In fact appropriate needleaspiration clarified the adenomatous origin of the mass.
Inflammatory imbibition of the surrounding tissues
of the internal jugular vein as well as the presence
of left mastoiditis and sphenoidal sinusitis were
nevertheless clearly evident and could be the causative
triggers of septic thrombophlebitis. Currently, precise
management protocols of LS with CVT complication
do not exist. Choice of antibiotics still follows empiric
criteria principally based on expert knowledge (3)
and were immediately started in our patient as well
as subcutaneous enoxaparin b.i.d. Enoxaparin was
chosen as it was considered the most manageable
anticoagulation therapy while waiting for a drainage
decision. When discharged, the patient was advised
to bridge enoxaparin to warfarin. A clinical followup three months later showed that she had completely
recovered. As in previous reports (5), this is another
evidence suggesting that surgical drainage is not a
necessary step in all cases of LS complicated with CVT
and that a conservative approach may avoid fearsome
complications.
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Posterior reversible encephalopathy syndrome due to arterial
hypertension may mark the onset of the symptomatic phase in
Huntington's disease
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SUMMARY

Autonomic dysregulation of cardiovascular functions marks early Huntington’s disease (HD).
Blood-brain barrier (BBB) is dysfunctional in HD. A 37-year-old female carrying 41 CAG triplets
in the huntingtin gene acutely presented with a multifaceted syndrome attributable to posterior
reversible encephalopathy syndrome (PRES). Syndrome was associated with arterial hypertension
(AHT). The syndrome fully recovered both by imaging and clinical signs after normalization of
arterial pressure during hospitalization. Immediately after hospital discharge, the patient developed
a complex psychiatric syndrome and choreic movements that represented conversion to the
symptomatic phase of HD. A one-year later follow up clearly showed the patient had developed the
symptomatic stage of HD by presenting both psychiatric symptoms and choreic movements. Onset
of AHT may represent an early premonitory signal of HD becoming manifested. Induction of PRES
might be associated with BBB impairment in HD.

Keywords

Huntington's disease, arterial hypertension, autonomic dysfunction, posterior reversible encephalopathy
syndrome, blood-brain barrier

1. Introduction
Huntington's disease (HD) is a hereditary neurodegenerative
disorder caused by the abnormal expansion of a trinucleotide
(CAG) repeat in the huntingtin gene of chromosome 4 (1).
A triad of symptoms consisting of either an extrapiramidal
movement disorder as well as cognitive and behavioral
impairment characterizes HD (2).
People with the same number of triplet repeat
expansion may indeed start to develop symptoms at
different ages, clearly showing that both genetic and
epigenetic factors are involved in disease onset and
symptoms appearance (2). Arterial hypertension (AHT)
has been found to delay development of motor symptoms
in a large cohort of HD patients harboring a range of 4050 CAG triplets and collected from the Registry project
of the European Huntington's Disease Network (3).
A 37-year-old female presented to the ED reporting
episodes of visual blurring and ideative slowing, severe
headache not responsive to common anti-inflammatory
drugs, and disturbance of speech. At first evaluation she
presented with mixed aphasia, hesitations, difficulty
on starting speech, and phonemic parafasias. Motor
deficits and extrapyramidal signs (including chorea)
were both absent. Her arterial blood pressure (BP) was

190/100 mmHg and required aggressive intravenous
anti-hypertensive therapy (urapidil) to reach full
normalization. The patient reported to have both the
father and the paternal uncle affected by HD and to
have herself uncovered to have 41 CAG triplets on one
of the two huntingtin (HTT) alleles while performing
genetic testing two years earlier. She had not suffered
from any symptom nor had her neurological examination
been found abnormal in regular checkups performed
by a movement disorder specialist up to the date of
evaluation. She had only suffered from rare episodes of
"empty head" and her BP was frequently found elevated
in the few months earlier (180/100 as average).
At acceptance, a cranial tomography (CT) was
performed with the help of contrast medium. The
exam showed the presence of several focal areas of
hypodensity at the subcortical level of both parietooccipital regions. A diagnosis of posterior reversible
encephalopathy syndrome (PRES) was made on the
basis of clinical-radiological findings. Two days after
admittance to hospital, magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) of the brain revealed areas of altered signal
consistent with cerebral edema on both sides of parietooccipital regions as well in the left frontal lobe in
both FLAIR and DWI sequences (Figure 1). Constant
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measurement of BP revealed persistently normal values
(130/80 mm Hg as average) after administering Ramipril
5 mg/qd and amlodipine 5 mg/qd per os. Normalization
of pressure parameters lead to disappearance of all
symptoms including headache and disturbance of
speech. A second MRI conducted 10 days later revealed
great volumetric reduction of the already reported areas
of altered signal (Figure 2). Pathological conditions
known to be triggers to PRES were excluded by deep
investigation during hospitalization. The patient was
finally dismissed with advice to continue the prescribed
anti-hypertensive therapy.
At a first follow up, two months later, the patient
complained of episodes of confusion and misperceptions
consisting of vision of animals. In addition, subtle and
inconstant choreic movements had appeared in the distal
segments of her limbs. A clinical evaluation performed
one year later showed the patient had entered the full
symptomatic phase of HD, characterized by both
psychiatric and motor (choreic) phenomena. A written
informed consent was obtained from the patient for
publication of this case report.
Effect of AHT on risk, time of symptoms onset and
speed of progression is still debated when discussing
pathogenesis of any neurodegenerative disease. AHT
has been associated with delayed onset of HD in one
study, especially when anti-hypertensive medications
were used (3).
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At variance with the latter study, the case in the
present study developed onset of all HD-related
symptoms after presenting with PRES due to AHT.
Several reports have recently demonstrated the presence
of early autonomic dysfunction in both premanifest HD
mutation carriers as well as in early symptomatic HD
patients (4-6) and might be the trigger of AHT in the
patient described herein. The pathogenesis of PRES is
not fully understood but evidence suggests that systemic
mean arterial pressure (MAP) exceeding the brain's
autoregulatory capability may lead to focal dilation in
cerebral blood vessels, resulting in vasodilation and
vasoconstriction (7). This can result in the extravasation
of fluid and in vasogenic edema.
Brain vessels characterized for impairment
of continence and increase in blood-brain barrier
permeability due to abnormalities in tight junctions and
increase in endothelial transcytosis in HD (8,9). Rapid
surges in BP as is seen in untreated AHT at the onset,
and endothelial dysfunction of cerebral vessels due to
HTT deposition may, at least in part, explain PRES
pathogenesis in the case reported herein.
Aggressive and continuous measurement of blood
pressure is a key medical behavior as its detection and
treatment induction may delay turning to symptomatic
phase in HD carriers. Suggesting a protective role of antihypertensive drugs is intriguing and should be strongly
and deeply verified further with prospective studies.

Figure 1. Magnetic Resonance Imaging of subject's brain showing bilateral parieto-occipital hyperintensities in FLAIR (A, B) as well in
DWI (C) sequences compatible with oedema due to PRES.

Figure 2. Magnetic Resonance Imaging showed almost complete resolution of brain hyperintensities 10 days later as shown both by FLAIR (A,
B) and DWI (C) sequences.
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SUMMARY

Molecular alterations found in gliomas are now considered entity-defining features. The World
Health Organization (WHO) classification system currently classifies the vast majority of gliomas
utilizing an integrated genotype-phenotype approach. We present a case of diffuse astrocytoma with
a mosaic isocitrate dehydrogenase (IDH)1-R132H-mutant immunophenotype and low subclonal
allele frequency. A 35-year-old patient with a history of IDH1-R132H mutated diffuse astrocytoma in
20014 presented to the hospital again in 2019. MRI examination showed a non-enhancing abnormal
signal in the periphery of her previous surgical cavity. Histopathological examination revealed that
the tumor was hypercellular and without high grade histopathological features. The neoplastic cells
were immunohistologically positive for GFAP, Olig2, and ATRX. However, only some scattered tumor
cells were positive for IDH1-R132H. Cytogenetic studies revealed a lack of chromosomal 1p/19q codeletion. Further next-generation sequencing (NGS) demonstrated a low-level IDH1-R132H mutation
and allele frequency. Based on these findings, the diagnosis of diffuse astrocytoma with mosaic IDH1R132H-mutant immunophenotype and low subclonal allele frequency (WHO grade II) was generated.
This case indicates that gliomas may have heterogeneous molecular profile and the intra-tumoral
molecular heterogeneity highlights the need to further characterize the molecular profile for glioma
classification and clinical management.
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Gliomas are the most common primary brain tumor
in adults and, despite intensive treatment with surgery
and chemoradiation, almost all gliomas relapse (1,2).
With increasing evidence that molecular markers,
such as isocitrate dehydrogenase (IDH) 1/2, are more
informative than histologic subtype for prediction of
tumor response to treatment and prognosis, an integrated
genotype-phenotype approach was adopted for the latest
World Health Organization (WHO) Classification (3).
Nowadays, the pathological examination of glial tumors
involves immunohistochemical (IHC), cytogenetic, and
molecular studies. As a result, rare gliomas with intratumoral molecular heterogeneity were identified (46). We describe a case of recurrent diffuse astrocytoma
(WHO grade II) with a mosaic IDH1 R132H-mutant
IHC staining pattern and low subclonal allele frequency
to discuss the underlying causes and implications of
molecular heterogeneity of gliomas.
A 35-year-old patient presented in March 2014 to
the emergency room complaining of long-standing
frontal headaches and new onset left-sided paresthesia

which became generalized. A magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) examination at that time revealed a nonenhancing T2 signal and FLAIR abnormality within the
left superior frontal lobe with no mass effect (Figure 1A).
In June 2014, the patient underwent a craniotomy with
resection of the tumor. In September 2019, the patient
presented to the emergency room after multiple episodes
of complex partial seizures. A MRI examination showed
a non-enhancing abnormal signal in the periphery of
her previous surgical cavity in the left frontal lobe
(Figure 1B), consistent with recurrence of a low-grade
tumor. The patient underwent a revision craniotomy
with total resection of the recurrent tumor. The patient
subsequently received radiotherapy and temozolomide
with a brain MRI in March 2021 demonstrating no
evidence of recurrent enhancement (data not shown).
Informed consent was obtained from the patient and the
study checked for ethics.
A needle biopsy of the initial tumor performed at
an outside institution in 2014 revealed a WHO grade
II fibrillary astrocytoma with IDH1 mutation, and the
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total resection specimen from June 2014 confirmed
the diagnosis (data not shown). The total resection
of the recurrent left frontal tumor in 2020 revealed
that the tumor had increased cellularity of infiltrative
atypical cells with moderate nuclear pleomorphism
and inconspicuous to wispy eosinophilic cytoplasm.
There was no necrosis, vascular endothelial hyperplasia,
or mitoses identified. The neoplastic cells were
diffusely, immunohistologically positive for GFAP,
Olig2, and ATRX (Figure 2A-2D). Of note, only
scattered tumor cells among other neoplastic cells
were immunohistologically positive for the IDH1R132H (Figure 2E and 2F). Ki67 labeling index was
approximately 1% in the specimen (data not shown).
Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) studies
indicated a lack of chromosomal 1p/19q co-deletion. A
next generation sequencing (NGS) was performed on

Figure 1. Radiologic images of initial and recurrent tumor. MRIbrain with contrast performed in 2014 (A) and 2019 (B) revealed a
nonenhancing abnormal signal in the left frontal lobe, suggestive of the
initial primary glioma and later recurrence, respectively (A, B, Axial
FLAIR).

microdissected tumor tissue and demonstrated a lowlevel IDH1-R132H mutation (c.395G>A) with an allele
frequency of 1.0%. Based on the above findings and
the patient’s clinical history, the diagnosis of recurrent/
residual diffuse astrocytoma with mosaic IDH1-R132Hmutant immunophenotype and low subclonal allele
frequency was rendered.
IDH mutation is closely associated with gliomas.
IDH1 encodes a protein located in the cytoplasm and
peroxisomes that catalyzes the oxidative decarboxylation
of isocitrate to α-ketoglutarate. The most common IDH1
mutation found in approximately 90% of diffusely
infiltrating gliomas is R132H, a missense mutation
(c.395G>A) leading to a single amino acid substitution
of arginine by histidine at codon 132 in exon 4 of
the enzymatic active site (6-7). Mutant IDH1 favors
production of 2-hydroxyglutarate, an oncometabolite
with multiple downstream effects found to promote
tumorigenesis (2,8). IDH2, localized to the mitochondria,
may be mutated at an analogous residue with R172K
(c.515G>A) being the most common missense
substitution. Oncogenic IDH mutations are believed to
alter DNA and histone methylation and inhibit normal
differentiation processes in gliomas (2).
Gliomas are a diverse group of brain tumors (3,9).
They are among the most difficult cancers to treat,
owing to their intra- and inter-tumoral heterogeneity
and invasive nature, as well as the inherent challenge
of central nervous system (CNS) pharmacokinetics
and blood-brain barrier therapy penetration. First-line
treatment is limited to a combination of maximallyallowed surgical resection, radiotherapy, and/or
chemotherapy with few, if any, effective targeted
therapies (1,9-10).

Figure 2. Microscopic findings of tumor recurrence. (A) Hypercellularity with nuclear atypia; no necrosis, vascular endothelial hyperplasia, or
mitoses was identified (H&E, A: 100×). (B, C, D) The immunophenotype was positive for GFAP (B: 400×) and Olig2 (C: 200×) with retention of
ATRX nuclear staining (D: 200×). (E) Mosaic staining was noted for the mutant IDH1-R132H epitope with nuclear and cytoplasmic positivity in a
subset of scattered tumor cells (100×).
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In general, cancer is associated with progressive
genomic instability, and the interaction of acquired
somatic mutations with environmental selection pressures
drives tumor evolution and emergence of genetically
distinct subclones (10). In particular, it has been found
that gliomas undergo significant cellular and molecular
evolution during disease progression. Resultant
intratumoral heterogeneity such as in our case ultimately
confounds diagnosis, creates challenges for the design
of effective therapeutics, and acts as a determinant of
resistance and recurrence (1). These warrant the need for
a comprehensive molecular workup and classification of
gliomas.
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